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In 1835 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers conaolldated
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ABLE JURY COMMISSIONERS

Mrs. Edward P. Glover, who is
chairman of the Locating Commit
tee for Rockland, of the Penobscot
Bay antique loan exhibition, as noted
in this gaper, has chosen the following
ladles for helpers in this very im
portant work: Mrs. E. C. Davis, Mrs.
W. O. Puller, Mrs. Archer MUlett and
In Saturday's Issue was announced
Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb. These ladles
the appointment of Milton M. Orlf
are finding enthusiastic response to
♦
Keep your fears to yourself. ♦
their appeals for Early American fln as Jury commissioner for Knox
♦ but share your courage with ♦
County. The name of his associate
items of historic value.
♦ others.—Stevenson.
J. Crosby Hobbs of Camden, was not
8» ♦ The two great afflictions caused by learned until after the paper had
Beef Is said to be the finest meat continued Irritation of a sore spot are
gone to press. Mr. Orlffln is serving
obtainable in England.
cancer and war.
his third term of clerk of courts, hav

tion of being one of the best officials

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS

quaintance with the county's ellgl-

—TO—

bles for Jury service. Mr. Hobbs

VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,

served several terms as sheriff of

In the State and has a wide ac

Knox County and also possesses a

wide acquaintance with men and
women of voting age. A better com
bination than Messrs. Orlffln and
Hobbs could scarcely have been
selected.
The Lincoln County Jury commis
sioners are Clarence A. Richards of
Wiscasset and C. Tyler Hodgdon of
East Boothbay; Waldo County—W.
R. Howard of Belfast and Edgar
Smart of Monroe. Hancock County—

r

MAKES HER AMERICAN DEBUT

A Rockland girl, Luisa Francheschl
Boyd A. Blalsdell of Franklin and
as previously noted ln this paper, will
A. Russell Mace of Ellsworth.
make her American debut in Orand
What the Law Says
Opera at the Boston Opera House
It shall be the duty of said jury Wednesday evening. July 10 as Oilda
commissioners to prepare a Jury list, In "Rigoletto."
summon Jurors for attendance at the
The State of Maine has given to
several teims of Superior court ln the grand opera stage such stars of
their respective counties, and to re grand opera grandeur as Anna Louise
vise said list as often as they may Carey, Clara Louise Kellog. Lillian
deem lt necessary.
Nordica, and Emma Earnes. and now
The Municipal officers shall on re it will contribute a fifth one, Luisa
quest, send forthwith to Jury com
missioners a list of persons with their
full names, occupations, and postoffice addresses, whom they deem
qualified for service as Jurors. From
the list received, or from such per
sons as may be known personally or
by reputation to the commissioners,
said commissioners shall select per
sons, who, ln their Judgment, are
deemed qualified for Jury service, and
the names of persons Anally selected
shall be placed on a list kept by said
commissioners. A copy of said list
shall be deposited with the clerks of
courts for their respective counties

V Ji

(Continued on Page Three)

SEVEN BOOTHBAY GARDENS

STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o’clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands.
APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF

BLUEBERRY GROWERS, ATTENTION!
A Full Stock of Blueberry Growers' Needs
Urates, Baskets. Calcium Arsenate. Dusting Machines, Etc., Etc.
Co-operative Prices
STATE OF MAINE BLl’EBEKKY GROWERS, INC.
West Rockport, Maine
Open 5 P. M. to 9 P. M.
79-81

REAL ESTATE—REAL BARGAINS
SIX OF THEM
Two story house, two tenements, on Warren street.
Small house, Bunker street. Lot worth morer than I charge
for whole property.
No. 3. I’4 story Dwelling and Garage, all In good shape. Desirable
location. North Main street
IS story Dwelling and Garage, also well situated on North
No. 4
Main street
No. S. IS story House and Garage, bath, electric lights, etc. Very
central location
No. 6. Two story, two tenement House. Good condition. Two extra
lots. My low price will surprise you
Only
little rash needed. Balance on long term, easy payment
mortgage

No. 1.
No. 2.

WALTER H. SPEAR, Telephone 512-M

July Only! A $2 Value (or $1

Franceschi, known locally as the
(laughter of the late Dr R W Bick
ford of Rockland She will make her
American debut as above noted, sing
ing the role of Oilda ln "Rigoletto”
She was chosen five years ago to be
sent to Italy by the American Cri
terion Society of New York to study
for grand opera. The post three
years ln that country she has been an
outstanding figure as a great favorite
In the leading coloratura soprano
roles of the leading Italian operas and
theatres
♦+++4,+4,4,+4,+4,4,++4"fr+4‘+*4,++4,+4,4‘4,4,4,++++++4,+++4,+4,++4,4,+4,+
The widespread interest not only ln
Boston but throughout New England,
and especially in Maine. In this
American debut lg manifest In the
I
THURSDAY, JULY 11
many parties of socialites who have
made their reservations of seats for
the event, not only from this State
but from those who have their sum
mer residences on the North and
South shores of Massachusetts.
Mrs. Leonard Hill, now summering
at the Samoset. Rockland Breakwater
+
TICKETS 45c, 35c
J
On Sale at Box Office, beginning Monday, July 8
J who Is president of the American
Criterion Society, will have a number
On Sale in Rockland at Corner Drug Store
<
Wednesday, July 10. from 1 to 6 P. M. (D.S.T.)
* of box parties from their summer
J
Reservations held 24 hours only because of demand
X ; residences for this Franceschi night.
For the notable cast of principals for
++++++++-5-+++++++++++++-:-}-l”3-+-5-+++++++++++++++-}-+++++++ "Rigoletto." supporting Luisa Fran
ceschi will be Ettore Verna as Rigoietto, Lorenzio Poerlo as the Duke,
‘ Perfect Service To The
Nino Ruisi as Sparaeucille and Elsa
Motorist”
Ga.ments Altered, Fitted. Repaired Hottinger as Maddalena.
Bizet's "Carmen" on the following
and Remodeled
night, July 11, will have for Its cast
Invisible Mending Guaranteed
Dance every Friday night at the
East Warren Grange llall. Square
of principals: Louise Caselottl as
Mrs. C. H. Merrifield
and Round dances including the Over Newberry's TeL 1025 Rockland Carmen. Bernardo De Muro as Don
schottische and mazurka.
82T&Stf
Jose. Andelo Pilotti as Escamillo, and
Nino Ruisa as Zuniga.
Admission 15c and 25c
8even gardens of the Boothbay Jr., West Harbor, U. S. Hatchery road.
Owl's Perch—Mrs. Werner Goetz,
region will be open July IS from 10
McFarland's Point.
a. m. to S p. m. ds.t. Inquire at the
The Cedars—Mr. and Mrs. Norman
residence of Miss Mary Kenniston,
Hodgdon. 102 Atlantic avenue.
54 Oak street for tickets and pro
Windy Point—Mrs. Walter Cleve
grams. One ticket admits to all land. Roads End.
seven gardens.
Three Gardens—Mesdames Hodg
The gardens open are:
don, Ooudy and Hodgdon, East
The Hanging Gardens—Miss Mary Boothbay.
D. Kenniston, 54 Oak street.
Prof. Emerson's Gardens—Grimes
Snughaven — Mrs. Robert Moore, Cove, Ocean Point.

j

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

f

COLBY COLLEGE PLAYERS

! “MORNING AT SEVEN” I

♦

DANCE

NOTIC£!

FRIENDLY HOUSE
118 MAIN ST..

THOMASTON

The Stockholders of the Knox Woolen
Co are hereby notified that their An
nual Meeting will be held at their office
In Camden. Wednesday. July 24, 1933. at
j 2 o’clock p m lor choice of directors
and to transact any other business that
may come before them
W O WILLIAMS. Clerk
Camden. July 6. 1935
82-lt

CHICKEN, STEAK AND
CHOP DINNERS

Ice Cream Served
Also In Bulk To Take Out
74-85

SAW FILING

RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VELLUM

Your saw of any description put in
perfect shape and all work guaranteed.
Light band saw work and small tool
grinding.
ALBERT TRIBOU
18 Myrtle Street,
Rockland, Me.
79-91

PRINTED STATIONERY

JULY SPECIAL
100 SHEETS

100 ENVELOPES
With Name and Address on Sheets and Envelopes
in Blue Ink, or, Raised Monogram on Sheets, Enve
lopes plain. Monogram in Poilu Blue, Terra Cotta
Red or Nile Green.

FOR

RANGE BURNERS
Thorough Cleaning Job 95c
Quality Wicks, per set 25c
2 gal. bots., bare,
$1.10
2 gal. bots., complete $1.30
“Give Your Burner a Break"
Call Us Today For Expert Service

Large deckle edge Flat Sheets or deckle edge
Double Sheets. Deckled flaps on envelopes.

McLoon
Sales & Service

Only $1—less than you would usually pay for
paper of this quality PLAIN (without printing).

L1MEROCK ST.,'
ROCKLAND
TELS. 730—731
79&81-83&84

On sale for July only—buy a supply nowl
POSTAGE 10c EXTRA

THE COURIER“GAZETTE

Volume 90.................... Number 82.

STARTS A NEW CENTURY

Clerk Of Courts Griffin and Ex-Sheriff Hobbs To Rockland Girl To Star In Rigoletto At the Boston Two Happy Days With Notable Sermon and
Lecture Mark Church Centennial
Serve For Knox County
Opera House

ing Incidentally earned the reputa

STONINGTON and SWAN’S ISLAND

THREE CENTS A COPY

Tuesday
Issue*

WE BUY

OLD GOLD

Clarence E. Daniels

JEWELER
870 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
78-tf

The choruses and other leading
artists are recruited from the leading
grand opera organizations of New
York, and the augmented orchestra
will be conducted by P. Ouerrieri.
• • • •

The reporter of the Boston Herald
had this to add:
America ls more opera conscious
than ever befort, ln the opinion of
Louisa Franceschi, attractive, blonde
coloratura soprano, who will make
her Boston opera debut at the Boston
Opera House next Wednesday night
in "Verdi's "Rigoletto.”
“A love of opera Is now awaking ln
the hearts of most Americans. The
people here like good music,"’ she
declared. "But lt must be given them
at reasonable prices, at prices com
parable to motion picture theatre ad
missions
"In Europe" and she lifted her
shapely arms in an encircling gesture,
"In Europe one does not have to pay
a fortune to hear opera. At La Scala
centre of the onera world, one can
attend a performance for 10 lire,
about a dollar There is not the
American ballvhoo, the great adver
ting campaigns. A star enters tlie
theatre without the benefit of a
tremendous publicity campaign and
If she is good the public cheer her
to the rooftops. If she is bad—well,
that's tbe end.
“A poor singer can be made success
ful If the right methods are used
But the public ls now beginning to
realize this and they demand some
thing for their money. I firmly be
lieve that competent popular priced
opera will make a place for Itself ln
this country and mav. perhaps, revo
lutionize the industry"
The vivacious star stated these and
other Ideas during an interview at
the Hotel Vendome yesterday De
spite her Italian sounding name, her
rapid use of that langage her quick
gestures and flashing smile, she is ln
reality an American herself and
knows wb»—of she sneaks
The nc’^naoer m“n had gathered
abound »nd fired the usual questions
about, her diet, the ideal man
whether matrimony could
m'xed
with career and so on a"d she had
evaded tbe ’»»ues vere c’everlv. It
was not until route time later when
several of the rerOT’era had ’eft that
she quietlv exploded her little bomb
"You see." and her eves twinkled
“when I sing next week, mv 90-yearold grandmother Mrs. Myra Norton
Hodgdon. my mother, and my two
sons. Bickford Sylvester 9. and John
Albert Svlvester. Jf.. 7 will be ln the
audience.” And that's about all she
would say about her familv.
Mme Franceschi was born in
Rockland. Me. the daughter of Dr
Ralph W. Bickford of old New Eng
land stock. 8he grew ud and was
educated in America, attending Syra
cuse University and the Damrosch
Institute, now the Julllard school,
and concentrated on piano and voice.
Then for several years she sang over
the radio, in churches, and on the
stage of various theatres Her great
opportunity came when the American
Criterion Society of New York sent
her to Italy to study grand opera
Then followed years of study and
hard work. Her concert debut was
made in Switzerland In 1931. but her
first real opportunity came ln 1933 ln
Milan when she rose from a sick bed
to sing the title role in “Lucia di
Laommermoor ” Her success was Im
mediate and sensational.

ARMY FLYERS WERE HERE

One Of Them, Major W. M. Crandall, Is a Former
Vinalhaven Boy

PAYING GUESTS
Miss Gardiner wishes to take a few
paying guests into her home. Board
Drizzly weather and low ceiling Evacuation Hospital No 5. Major
and rooms.
were responsible yesterday for the Crandall graduated from Tufts Medical
16 Gleason St.,
Thomaston, Me.
' fact that Rockland entertained un- College, and between whiles he has
Telephone 186-11
81-84 j awares five members of the Army Air practiced his profession, privately, in
Corps who are stationed at Mitchell Massachusetts. He ls possessed of a
strong vein of humor, which has been
1 Field, New York.
I In the party were Capt. O. R. augmented by his varying experiences
ENTERTAINMENT
j Atcheson. Major (Medical Corps) W. in far corners of the world. Likes
AND SUPPER
J M. Crandall, Major C. C. Wilson, the air service very much.
SOUTH THOMASTON
j Lieut. R. W. Gibson and Corporal W.
All of the visiting fliers saw great
Supper, 5.30 to 7.30 (Usual Prices)
j Lipson. The Army fliers arrived Sat possibilities ln Rockland harbor as
Farce—
“MONKEY SHINES IN A
urday at 5.30 p. m. in a Douglass Am- an airport.
DOCTOR’S OFFICE"
At Mitchell Field they have been
! phibian seven-passenger plane which
Musical Specialties
found a weekend parking place at the assisting ln the training of 300 West
Dancing, 10.00 to 12.00 D. S. T.
! Rockland Airport. The plane has a Point students in familiarization
Music By
j cruising radius of 500 miles, with a flights.
z
R. H. S. DANCE ORCHESTRA
Adults, 25c; 12 years and under 15c | cruising speed of 110 miles and a topWhile here the flyers were guests at
FRIDAY NIGHT, JULY 11
The Thorndike.
82-83 speed of 147 miles an hour.
A brief stop was made in Bath,
where Capt. Atcheson was formerly
GIVE FREE CLINICS
stationed. Landing there was made
in the Kennebec River.
Nine Knox and Lincoln Oste
The group of air-men attracted no
opaths Have Made Much
Accommodated reasonably at the
Shore of Mrs. B. L. Stevens' Place, little attention on account of their
Progress Since May 14
fine and capable appearance. Many
Pleasant Point, Maine.
82-83
readers will not fail to recognize in
There are many In Maine who need
Major Crandall, a former Vinalhaven
j a physician's care and to whom
boy, who also made his home In this
finances deny this care. Such emer
j city with the family of the late Oliver
TONSILECTOMY
gencies have been taken care of in
J. Conant. He is a brother of HezeCLINIC
other States by clinics. A group of
kiah Crandall, who is in the employ
nine osteopathic physicians ln Knox
AUG. 16 AND 17
of the W. H. Glover Co.; and Miss
and Lincoln Counties have banded
Blanche Crandall; and a cousin of
together to give their services to meet
Miss Annie Conant.
Osteopathic Surgeon of Portland
this urgent need.
He left Vinalhaven about 35 years
will operate
This clinic started officially May
Go to the Osteopathic Clinic, ago, and since joining the Army serv
Lucette, Thomaston, Tuesdays, 10 ice In 1917 has seen more of the world 14, Mrs. Elston Luce has generously
to 12, beginning July 8, examina
given the rooms and her aid at her
than his boyhood dreams ever visual
tion and registration.
convalescent home on Main street,
Every case must be examined be ized—Philippines, China. Japan, Pan
fore being accepted for the clinic. ama and other countries. During the Thomaston, for the clinic. It ls held
82TB4 World War he was Overseas with
(Continued on Page Two)

In spite of the rain that continued rla« of the past that brought the
all day lt was a grand and glorious Prodigal Son to himself.
It ls the memories related to the
Centennial Sunday at the Congrega
church that are the most sacred
tional Church, celebrating Its 100th
memories ... the dedication of a
Anniversary. The pews were almost child ... the time when the still small
entirely filled at both the regular voice came to the Individual and
morning and the special evening brought him to himself . .. the pledg
services. The singing by the choir ing of life-long faith In matrimony ,.
and the mixed quartet under the able the comforting last rites ln the time
direction of Mrs. Faith Berry was ex of death ... the sweet communion of
ceptionally fine, as was the music by man with God . . . these and count
Miss Bertha Luce, violinist, Mrs. Net less other experiences in the church—
tle Averill, pianist, and Mrs. Berry at or ln the home because the church
the organ.
exists in the community—create a
Numerous summer residents were at vast background of previous memory

both services, and among them was tor the church and those related to
Miss Emily Abbott of Jackson. Mich., It.
A hundred years of such back
the oldest living member of this
church, which Mrs Abbott Joined In ground for this church indicates un
told good in the past and presages
1874.
Another noteworthy feature was a great things for tlie future.
• • • •
greeting from the First Baptist
The
evening
sermon preached by
Church, which was acted upon at
their morning service of worship and Rev. Waller S. Rounds, pastor of this
Immediately sent to the Congrega church from 1919 to 1934, was on
tional Church where lt was read to "The Mystery of the Kingdom of
the large congregation by the pastor. Ood." Mr. Rounds pointed out first
It is of .nterest in this connection how Jesus was actuated by an Insight
that the present Congregational
(Continued on Page Two)
Church building was originally erect
ed by the Baptists and CongregaHELD DAY AT UNION
t onalksts together for their mutual
use.
More Than 600 Present
• • • •
When 4-H Boys and Girls
The Sunday morning sermon was
Do Their Stunts
preached by Rev Charles Albert
Moore, D. D.. the oldest living pastor
The annual 4-H field day at Union
of the church, who ministered to this
parish from 1895 to 1905 His sub Saturday was attended by Al of the
ject. "The Lessons of Memory," was 62 clubs, 13 of which were present
based upon the lext from II Peter 3:1, with 100 per cent attendance of club
"I stir up your sincere mind by put members and leaders. Many visitors
were present, making an attendance
ting you in remembrance."
Memory Is one of the greatest, most i of over 600.
real, and most personal possessions
Orff's Corner Bean Club with Al
of life. It is one thing that belongs bert Elwell, leader, was the winning
Inseparably to the individual, and club in the day's events and so car
cannot be taken from him. To him ried home the green and white field
it is priceless. He can refer to it at day banner made by the Twin Village
will, and select from it any instance 4-H of Damariscotta. Second place
he chooses to dwell upon. In mem was won by the Union Junior Farm
ory we live again the post It has two ers and they were presented with a
aspects like the safe deposit vault of watermelon. Cabbedetus 4-H of
a great bank. There are all the per
Round Pond, a new club, won the
sonal strong-boxes of individual
peck of peanuts for third place.
memory, all looking alike on the out
The list of clubs attending 10 per
side but with the contents open only
cent were: Boothbay Gainers, Happy
to the owner or those to whom he
chooses to reveal them. Then there Home Handy Helpers of Damaris
ls the great repository of all memory, cotta. Happy Workers of Edgecomb,
the great vault that holds all the in Hope Happy Farmers, Hope Hatchet
dividual boxes, the church with its Mt. 4-H. Alford Lake 4-H, Head of
history of personal and social affairs. the Lake, Orff's Corner Bean Club,
It Is upon the remembrance of the Cabbedetus 4-H, Round Pond, Sim
past that we base our actions of the onton Jr. 4-H 8unshine 4-H, Union
future, and even Ood uses this Junior Farmers, Union Seven Tree,
method. Jesus said "The Holy Ohost Walpole Project Pushers, and Lucky
. . . shall bring all things to your Boys of South Thomaston.
remembrance, whatsoever I have said
The list of prizewinners is una
unto you." It was the sacred memo- voidably deferred to next Issue.
the atunt and the straitjacket she
uses in the performance Is one that
To Escape From Straight- was given her when she thrilled thou
sands ln Buffalo. It was a gift of
jacket Hanging Upside i the Buffalo police department when
Down From Syndicate ’ she escaped successfully therefrom.
Local police will be on hand to wit
Block
ness the stunt Thursday by Miss La
Doris La Tour, one of the stars in Tour. Rajah Sigmund says there 1s
the Rajah Sigmund performance no trickery with this performance.
She is the only girl ln America per
which opens Wednesday at the Park
forming the feat today. The late
Theatre for a four days' run, is ex- Harry Houdinl attained hts greatness
ln years past with the same feat.
Because of fact that blood rushing
to the head causes mental Insanity, If
Mtss La Tour Is unable to free herself
ln five minutes she will be released.—
adv.

"GIRL HOUDINI"

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

PICNIC PARTIES

If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes la a lose
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

aUlMER-TIME
O Sumr ler-tlme m pacing sweet.
But heuvy with ti e breath of flowers.
But languid with the fervent heat.
They chide amiss who call thee fleet.—
Thee, with thy weight of daylight
hours.
O summer-time so passing sweet!
Young Summer thou art too replete.
Too rich in choice of Joys and powers,
But languid with the fervent heat.

Dr. Gerald Kneeland

pected to thrill a large crowd, when
she escapes from a straitjacket while
suspended upside down on a rope at
tached to the top of Syndicate block,
now occupied by the Crle Hardware
Co.. Thursday noon at 12.30. She will
be hanging by her feet while doing

Adieu! my face ls set to meet
Bleak Winter, with his pallid showers,
O Summer-time so passing sweet!

Old Winter steps with swifter feet.
He lingers not ln wayside bowers.
He Is not languid with the heat;
His rounded day. a.pearl complete.
Oleams on the unknown night that
lowers;
O Summer-time so passing sweet.
But languid with the ferveut heat I

1

The Cocrier-Gazette

BASEBALL NOTES

NEIGHBORS FOR A CENTURY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Prove all things, hold fast that n
which is good -i. Thess. 5:21.
Recalling
WAR IN THE EAST?

Every-Other-Day
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Triple i'aailr, $,.«)
Double, #1. Single, $1.50

How Well the Congregational and

Baptist Churches Got Along Together

The optuipg game of the Knox
County Twilight League will be played
at Camden at 5.30 Wednesday after
noon. with St. Oeorge as the oppos
ing team. Give the boys a good
send-off.
• * • •

Theie is a vagueness associated
The Thomaston Baseball Associa
with the word Ethiopia. Par-off
by William A. Holman
tion is very grateful to those who have
regions that lose themselves in the
The one hundredth .anniversary of on Casco Bay and have ever remained ;
Just donated to the season's sport
midst of impossible mountains and
(list in Thursday's issuei and to
peopled by a sun-tanned race whose the Congregational Church marks an fast friends. Dr Mousley was a large i
DOROTHY
GRAY
"TAWNY''MAKE-UP
Oeorge Frtsbie and Capt. Archibald
Instincts incline to peace, is the im event of importance In Rockland his man. of commanding mien in the pul-'
Glorifies Sun-Tan Skin
pression left with you by the books tory and is a matter of intriguing in pit. His thoughtful sermons were
(or their kind co-operation.
more or less casually encountered in terest to me as a Baptist neighbor for never long and were usually built
friendship and the Maine State
• Rouge with a golden undertone that makes it blend deliciously
the earlier days of school. But with man>- years. It oftentimes lends in around four points. There was noth
Prison team played a 7 to 7 tie Sun
with the copper tones of your tan. "Tawny" is one of the eight
Mussolini raising his voice from the terest to have the love of your neigh ing sanctimonious about him. Re
day. Tabulated score in Thursday's
famous Dorothy Gray rouge shades, matched to her lipsticks.
platform, and rousing his troops for bor Indicated as a visible symbol of ligion to him was the common sense,
issue.
• •»
<
IhnrJ-fniibeJ Cube Rouge, without a grain or streak Boudoir size, $1.
onslaught upon the natives of Aby- growth into the heart of a community. manly way of life.
• • • •
Tuo-loueJ
Copper
Rouge
Compact,
$1.
sinia. the world sees those eastern
But the Congregational Church cf
The circumstances surrounding the
Vlnalhaven came across the bay
< euam Rouge, with fluffy soft cream base, $1.25.
parts lifted to a place of news im birth of this church were unusual, Rocklmd consisted not alone in its
Saturday for the purpose of defeat
Dorolbr Grjf Fiuiibiag Loliou. to simulate ot emphasize taq_on neck,
portance and shudders ln contemp'a- for ln 1833 a council of Baptists was ministry. It numbered within its
T oilelriet
shoulders, arms, and legs ... $1.
ing St. George 7 to 2.
tion of the killing and suffering that | called to see about organizing a membership many of the most sub
• • • •
must proceed out of any calamity that i church tn the "shore village," now stantial citizens, men who were lead
The Collegians will play In Hallo
ensues Por we are told that these 1 Rockland, and the Third Baptist ers. and to be looked to as real friends.
well next Sunday.
mountain people are notable fighters, Church of East Thomaston was
Its spiritual life was serene and its
• • • •
who will put up to the invading formed
with
thirty-five
mem membership steady, with no great in
l.ineolnvlllr 12. Belfast 1
troops of Italy a front difficult to bers. This is now the First Baptist creases or major losses.
Cream Rouge, 1.21
deal with Well, it's a sorry busi Church of Rockland. There were a
Lincolnville Beach A. C. celebrated
• • • •
ness. this killing of people under the number of Congregatlonalists then in
the Fourth by defeating the West
It had then an unusual choir. Mrs
guise of honorable war. And who the village, and Iddo Kimball, a rec
Belfast A C. 12 to 1 Brown pitched
can say. when Mussolini has got him ognized leader, offered to unite with Emma Wight, organist and director.
a steady game for the Beach, and was
self well into the mess how far it is the Baptists in building a meeting Mrs. Fred S. Spear, soprano; Miss
especially effective In the pinches,
Julia Spear, contralto; William Tib
going to spread among the other house to be occupied Jointly.
while his mates were hammering Rob
bpiliih, liro-loaoj
nations who are armed and apparinson for 17 hits. ' Bill" Porter led
This union meeting house was betts. tenor; and Oeorge E. Torrey,
eupper
rare,
$i.
enUy only waiting for somebody to buQl ln 1835 It has been twice sub bass. Mrs. Spear had a full, sweet,
the bombardment by pounding out
drop the hat.
well rounded voice, as pleasing as
three singles and two two-baggers in
stantially rebuilt and is still occupied
her appearance in the choir loft. Who
as many trips to the plate. "Ossie ’
by the Congregational Society. In
SI MMER SPEEDING IT
ever cf those days can ever forget the
Woodward rapped out three singles
1838 the Baptists sold them their in
deep rich tones of Miss Julia Spear's
terest and built the church across the
and a double besides contributing
It is idle to deny that up to the
voice. I have never heard anything
way which has been twice enlarged
some classy plays at flrst base.
present moment the pleasant weather
to surpass some of her deepest notes.
(Continued from Page One*
encore was "Smilin' Through." At
and finally remodeled
Lincolnville Beach
for which, in there earlier months,
the piano was Mrs Edna Wellington
Only a narrow street has separated : Mr Tibbetts read music well and sang
ab r bh tb po a e
our State is usually celebrated, has
into God’s will that was neither the Smith, well known coach-accompan
somewhat failed to register its accus them and as good neighbors they have
5 3 5 7 14 4 2
result of the world of nature nor of ist. The splendid work of the three Porter, c.........
tomed one hundred percent. To some lived, side by side, for a century: one4 3 1 1 1 5 2
the world of culture, but of the world artists was appreciated to the utmost. Brown, p .......
extent this has held back the familiar twentieth of the time back to the days
5
1 1 1 1 0 0
Dean,
ss
____
of spirit.
Prof M. J. Bradshaw, speaker of
■*-' <{3
inrush of the summer visitor; but of the Saviour
5 2 4 5 11 0 0
This he illustrated by reference to the evening, was introduced by Mr Woodward, lb
In July. 1882. Davis Tillson, Johr.
there remains a period of many weeks
5 O 1 0 0 0 0
three of Jesus' parables—The Sower Olds as a man who has won an en Rankin. If ....
that may be safely reckoned upon to S Case. C. O Moffett. E R Spear and
3 1 1 1 i) 0 0
and the Seed. The Fowls of the Air and viable name and reputation for doing McCobb. cf ...
supply every condition of weather B N. Hemmingway were appointed a
2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lilies of the Field, and The Oood unusual things. Rounding out 10 Flagg, rf ----that goes to make up the glory of) building committee to reconstruct the
3 1 3 3 1 0 0
Stewards. The marvel of the par years with the Bangor Theological Tower, rf___
Maine as the summer vacation church. It required ten months. The
5 1 3 4 0 0 0
able ot the Sower was not in the seed Seminary, he took a sabbatical year Bullock. 3b ....
region of supreme appeal. From now contract was let to A A. Newbert and
4 0 0 0 o 0 0
that fell upon stony or thorny ground to tour around the world, going here Nichols. 2b ....
on we may count upon the length- ( sons lor $6780 It was dedicated June
but ln the seed which fell on good, and there as he pleased, with the idea
ened lines of motor cars and the filled j 17. 1883 Their Baptist neighbors ex
41 12 17 23 27 9 4
ground and bore more fruit than was ' uppermost to contact world famous
railroad trains to discharge their tended to Pastor Blair their church
Belfast
expected. After wc sow the seed, the personalities and learn their attitude
companies of vacation visitors who on Sunday afternoons while the work
ab r bh tb po a e
results arc in the hands of God and toward religion and philosophy Prof
will find conditions answering to was being done.
4 0 0 0 to 0 0
we should not worry ourselves into Bradshaw said that interviews with J. Simmons, lb
• • • •
their every expectation and need.
4 0 2 2 1 3 1
nervous break-downs when we fail to these personalities formed the mos' Robinson, p.....
My father was called as pastor of \
important phase of his trip and from Elms. 3b ......... 4 0 1 1 0 0 1
see results.
AN ART IN WRITING
the Baptist Church in May. 1866.
4 1 1 1 3 1 i
L-kewLe with the parable of the . them a boundless amount of informa Ray Hills, ss
The Congregational Church was then
4 0 n 0 9 1 0
birds of the air. we should not worry tion was amassed, also learning that Bragdon, c .....
We hear from the magazine and over 30 years of age. I have been in
there is a vast difference between the Rich Hills, cf
4 0 0 0 1 0 0
over
much
about
the
temporal
need;
book publishing editors that there is terested to look over his writings to
representation of wisdom and the Al Simmons, 2b 4 0 3 2 1 4 I
of
life
such
as
food
and
clothing.
Peo

notable increase in the number of see what kind of neighbors he found
4 0 1 0 0 0 0
ple who have taken God at His word actualities. In "Wise Men of the Hall. If ______
contributions submitted for publica them then for I know he loved them
East." he gave impressive pictures of
4 0 0 0 0 0 0
have
found
Him
trustworthy
and
their
tion, arising out of the leisure which to the end of his life The Civil War
Tagawa of Japan. Hu Shih of China,
needs are provided for Mr Rounds
Recalling Earlier Times
present inactive times afford. Nat was drawing to its close, patriotism
and Tagore and Gandhi of India
36 1 6 6 24 9 4
was at hts best tn this service, and
urally the worth of these contribu was at its height: he was young, a
Lincolnville Bch 02325000 x—12
preached this sermon with great
tions varies, but now and then a good keen, thoughtful minister His Con
acceptably. For a time we sang to power and ability.
W Belfast ....... 00000000 1—1
story turns up. and finds publica gregational neighbor was the Rev. E
gether in the vested choir of the Epis
Two-base hits. Porter 2. Woodward.
Socially the world of Jesus' day was
tion The chief thing with which the P. Cutter. D D. The following is his
copal Church. Mrs Mortimer Bar facing a crisis just as we are. Jesus'
Tower. Bullock. Struck out. by Brown
editors find fault is the manuscript printed tribute to him.
ney. then Lutie Duncan, sang with us answer to the problem of social ad
20. by Robinson 8 Base on balls, off
of the untrained writer, some of it
"Mr. Cutter was eminently a pa- Oeorge Torrey sang well and naturalRobinson 3 Umpires. Perry and Hit
justment was the parable of the stew
deplorable, written in pencil or ink. triot. and being a ready and gifted i j,He probably ’has never been
ler. Scorer, Haley.
ards. Only Christian stewardship can
instead of typewritten, sometimes
speaker, a keen observer and a man equalled for hts faithful attendance i
solve the social problems of the world
upon any sort of scrap paper; and
of extensive reading and full informa at church. This splendid choir and
as they would be solved in the King
this contains a hint to the contribu
and the real head of the new Na
tion was frequently called upon on the organist were superior musicians
tor to any newspaper.
dom of God The principles taught
tionalism in India was naturally one
public occasions to give expression to and added greatly to the beauty of the
by Jesus tn these three parables are
of the goals set by Prof Bradshaw
his thoughtful opinions. As a brother services.
THE INEXPERIENCED
not the teaching of the world of na
who Journeyed to meet him at the
minister in this city I knew him inThe church had some remarkable ture nor of the world of culture, they
Industrial Headquarters for the Out
Now the complaint is made that timately, was often associated with deacons. The outstanding ones I fe- are three of the principles of the
cast where Gandhi was making his
the State liquor stores failed to meet hlm in public meetings, and some- member best were Joseph O. Torrey, Kingdom of God that are so at vari
quarters in a tent atop a humble
the holiday demand which has creat times in debate on opposite sides of william S D Healey. Albert W But- ance with the worlds of nature and
domicile amidst lean-tos and huts
the
same
question.
It
is
fitting
to
take
j
kr
L,,
wis
F
sta
rrett.
Eugene
M
ed much unfavorable comment, par
on waste land in the shadow of the
culture that they seem like mysteries
ticularly, so it is said, on the part of this opportunity to put on record my Stubbs and Jarvis C. Perry,
vice-regal palace.
to us . . . but they have been proven
disappointed summer visitors. Also very high regard for his personal and
Rockland of Mr Hatch's day was
• • • •
to be sound and trustworthy prin
that the alleged shortage opened Christian character, his courtesy as a very diHerent from that of today In
However,
contact
was not made j
ciples wherever they have been put
opportunity for the bootlegger to re gentleman, his public spirit as a cltt- summer the streets were cut up and
with Gandhi at this time as he was
into practice.
sume activity. There appears to be zen. and his accomplishments as a dusty and in wet weather the mud
observing his Silent Monday, the day )
• • • •
ln which his meditation is broken for I
in some public circles a good deal of scholar and his ability as a preacher. was of the consistency of slackened
The Second Day
no man. a day in which he hears no j
a stir-up. but we shouldn't worry. He commonly read his sermons, was limc The watcrfront
d( n.,r ,.)th
To
Rev.
Corwin
II.
Old
Falls
the
lot
The program of the second and
It's a long while since Maine in its quiet and easy in his delivery, but so smoke and
names. Great
ot starting the new eentury of voice but the voice of God Prof
final day opened with circle supper
official capacities carried on the thoughtful, brainy, original and sug- ramps led t0 the top of the kllns up
sendee. He weleom-s thr ehallengr. Bradshaw stated that though no con
which brought together more than
liquor trade
Naturally errors and gestive that notwithstanding certain whlch skllled dnvers drove the two
tact was made, it was one of the most
150 persons, among whom were repbcotleggers creep ln.
deficiencies as an orator it was im- , and four horse teams piled high with I resentatives of other of the local
compelling
experiences of his life, to
Tagawa. the great Christian leader
possible to listen to him without pro- llmerock How these men daily turned parishes and many cottagers and of Japan and founder of the King know that In these harassed times
ALSO A GOOD DRESSER
found attention and deepest interest,, them on those wooden structures was guests here for the summer. Receiv dom of God movement, row half there could be a man so great that he
and equally impossible to forget what ] a wonder
ing greetings from all sides were Dr blind from trachoma, was first heard could withdraw himself from the
Yesterday's arrivals at the Samo he said or shake off the impressions
and Mrs. Charles A Moor of Bangor at a session of the International Re world to keep a silent day for medita
set included Mr. Justice Riddell which his sermons always made. He
and
Rev and Mrs. Walter S Rounds lations Committee of the Student tion with God. Later he was able to
and Mrs Riddell, of Toronto, who for
interview Gandhi who plied him with
took the deepest interest in all ques- ) Abollt the time E. A Butler became of Cambridge.
Conference, and later contacted for
more than twenty years have made lions of moral reform, notably in the j mayor changes MUM rapidly. The
questions and explained his program
In
charge
of
supper
were
Mrs.
an interview in which he gave a
here their summer sojourn. That
cause of temperance and ln all edu- streets were paved. Fire alarm boxes Charles G Hewett. Mrs. Charles Mer clearly defined statement of the for village re-construction a project
from their hotel friends, no less than
cational. civil, political and social installed brick sidewalks supplanted ritt. Mrs. Donald Cummings. Mrs. situation between Japan and Man which is being bitterly contested. In
the large group in the city, they will
problems of his day."
the rickets, slippery wooden ones. The Rhama Phllbrick. Mrs. Harold Karl churia. particularly with regard to the talk Gandhi passionately con
have warm welcome needn't be em
demned the sanctified injustice of
Good neighbors then, good neigh Lime Rock Railroad succeeded the and Mrs Kennedy Crane. Assisting the religious aspects.
phasized. It is upon many sides and
Hindu religions which would make
bors now.
This Congregational horses and heavy cartage of creaking in the dining room were Maizie Joy,
>
?
•
•
prominently, that the Judge has won
In China Prof Bradshaw was given hts 65.000.000 sisters and brothers as
Church has never lost sight of the wagons came to an end. The Railroad Eleanor Ames. June (Took. Norma
distinction. In the present occasion
great commandment to love their1 moved down town. The Street Rail Phllbrick, Nancy Snow Charlene opportunity to make several ad he calls the Indian people have more
he comes to us sounding upon the
dresses. chiefly because America has care for the sacred oow of India than
engaging note of the sartorial, the neighbors as themselves, and as they way was built. Electric arc lamps in Ramsdell. Betty McAlary Ruth
taken so manv leads tn educational for these people. In his talk with
have
been,
so
they
found
their
friends
Spaulding.
Eleanor
Look,
Norma
stalled
How
familiar
was
the
genial,
echo of which is borne to us from
institutions. He found the 1* ading Oandhi Prof Bradshaw said he could
across
the
street.
This
is
the
com

Frost,
Celia
Crowley.
Glcnna
Rankin.
ruddy, face of Mose Beaton as he
that always dependable publication,
question, almost to a man, to be: Is sense why the great Indian leader is
mon
experience
of
life.
Eleanor
Barnard,
Jessie
Olds
Priscilla
daily
changed
the
sticks
of
carbon.
the Toronto Star, from which wc
hailed as the greatest Christian of the
• • • •
Rockland is now a modem city. Lovejoy. Elizabeth Till. Joseph Emery all religion superstitious? Hu Shih, wo. Id today.
quote;
philosopher and scholar., is trying as
Jr..
Lawrence
Crane.
Frederick
and
As
a
boy
I
cannot
recall
the
church
Her industries have changed. Some
If a competition were to be held to
Prof. Bradshaw's address made a
determine the best-dressed jurist in in any other form than at present. greatly missed, but her people are the Charles Merritt, Russell and Elwood a preacher of religious democracy to
profound
impression upon his hear
uproot the elements of superstition
Canada (says the Star) very likely Her flrst minister, in my memory, was same courageous folk as those who set Hewett.
ers, and the announcement made by
the honor would be won by Hon. Wil
He
Is
the
founder
of
a
new
language
From
the
supper
tables
adjourn

liam Renwick Riddell Justice of the the Rev. D. P Hatch. I recall him as her destiny in shore village days.
ment was made to the auditorium through which it is hoped to make Mr Olds that Prof. Bradshaw would
though it was yesterday, a fine Chris
The Congregationalists for a hun
Ontario court of appeal.
come back in the fall for another lec
Eighty-three years old. this emi tian gentleman and successful preach dred years have served in season and where under the direction of H. China literate. Though not entirely
Wellington Smith, well-known bari in sympathy with American missions ture to be given with the showing of
nent Jurist, scholar and writer, with er. Then came Rev. Richard W
out to make Rockland better.
his smart appearance and his ga)’
tone and voice teacher of New York and American conducted educational pictures tataen on his recent trip
All honor to Iddo Kimball's vision
boutonniere would make almost any Jcnkyn, beloved by every citizen.
and Boston, now summering at Pleas institutions in China, he appealed to was received with grateful apprecia
young man feel dowdy by contrast. When the shadow of death fell across and her early church. The Congre
tion.
But the neatness of his appearance this faithful minister, it cast a shadow gational Church is not old but young ant Point, a delightful music program the Chinese government to contribute
Invocation was said by Mr. Olds,
was presented. Miss Edna Merritt, more than $700 000 to keep these in
is onlv the index to the keenness of also over all Rockland. He was en
with the manifest destiny well before
his mind.
an artist-pupil of Mr. Smith, sang stitutions active through the depres and the closing prayer and benedic
tion by Mr. Rounds.
He is an authority on old Canadian shrined in the hearts of Rockland her. She is fulfilling daily what her "Life" by Pearl Curran. "In the Lux sions.
customs and history, as well as a people as few have ever been.
greater Master requires of her and as
In India Prof. Bradshaw made
embourg
Garden''
by
Kathleen
Man

voluminous writer on a variety of
How well I recall Charles Albert a neighbor stands unsurpassed.
ning. and "Hills" by Frank LaForge. contact with Tagore, famous poet and
topics. His writings on medical sub
William A Holman.
jects are many. Especially interest Moore, now the oldest living pastor.
Her encore was "Little Bare Feet' by founder of one of the modem re
ing are his articles on ancient customs Tall, dignified, hair slightly banged,
Geoffrey O'Hara. Her rich contralto ligions. a man now aged and feeble,
and superstitutions as related to sick his presence in the pulpit indicated
voice with its glowing upper tones, with wavering and uncertain voice
ness and healing.
the splendid scholarship of the man.
her fine diction and quiet repose but with fire in his eyes. He dis
His library at hts Toronto home is
During Rev. Mr. Quint's pastorate
gave great joy to her listeners. Mr played keen interest in the West, and
Justice Riddell's great pride. In it are
you'll find the best val
NOW I EAT
sections of Latin and Greek. mathe I was away more or less and do not
Smith's rings were "Cargoes" by showed that he has a clear defined
ues in used Furniture is
matics. medicine and many other sub remember him as well as the others.
Dobson. “Banjo Song" by Sidney understanding of western religion,
In the columns of the
jects. He can read in addition to
Rev. William H. Mousley, D. D., I
rarely found in the Orient. A firm
Homer, and Inv,ctus” by Huhn.
Want Ads of
his native language. Portuguese,
Upset Stomach Goes
To the delight of these who have statement made by him was: The
Latin French. Italian. Oreek, Span came to know best of all. and later
Jn Jiffy with Bell-an^'
The
when both of us had come to Portland
ish and German.
heard Mr. Smith in previous seasons, East lacks the sword of Christianity
His longevity he attributes to the we owned summer homes close to each
he gave as encore "Water Boy ." the that the West has.
Courier-Gazette
fact that he is descended from "a other at Falmouth Foresidc. To
Gandhi, the strange little Hindu.
Georgia work song, sung with his own
long series of Scotch ancestors who
gether, with our families, we sailed
individual interpretation. His second British educated a competent lawyer
had to be strong in order to live."

But they
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ott t/e itathcm&
with a,
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STARTS A NEW CENTURY

WHERE

Cucumbers

EASY
WASHER
"There's no place like home"
lot the home laundry. And there Is no washer like the
Spiralator EASY Washer lor:
1. Washing clothes gently. Scientific tests prove this
newly invented washing method far easier on all types oi
fabrics than any previous under-water Impeller action.
2. Washing clothes speedily.' The Spiralator actually
saves 1/3 washing time by washing a 50% greater load
oi clothes than an ordinary washer
could.

Bui that Is not all you can expect
from your new EASY Washer. The
n9w EASY Damp-Dryer method oi
water extraction that whirls clothes
Lne-dry without a wringer is lust the
thing for the heavy blankets and
ccnJortcrs you'ro putting away till
next winter. See the 9 extra ad
vantages of the Damp-Dryer in your ,
own home. Ask for FREE Homs
Demonstration.

FIJEE
°S'/

r

CFNTRA^MAINE

Aik lor till free la

llructlon book.

POWtl^COMPAMY

"Thi

EASY Way Io Woih

Blankm Connelly."

STORES

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
LOW PRICE FOOD DEPT., JULY 8-13

SODA CRACKERS, salted,

1 lb pkg 10c

ISLE
Sweet Tender PEAS EMERALD
2 cans 19c
BRAND

CANNED FRUITS
Pineapple,

BUFFET FRUITS
Bartlett

Deles

3

lge can 19c PEARS

Sliced or Crushed
Whole Purple

Sliced

2 lge cars 25c Delirious
Loganberries, 2 cans 25c APRICOTS,
Plums,

Doles

Blackberries,

25c

can 15c PINEAPPLE,1

Bartlett

Pears,

g oz. cans

PEACHES,

Make Your Own Assortment

lge can 19c Black
Raspberries, 8 oz can 5c

KREMEL, all flavors,
2 for 09c

Young

Berries,

8 oz can 5c

Gooseberries, 8 oz can 5c

PURE FRUIT PRESERVES,

2 lb jar 27c

Raspberry. Strawberry. Prarh, Grape. Pineapple.

ORIENTAL BEAN SPROUTS, lge can 09c
KOOL-AID, all flavors,

2 for 09c

FREE CLINICS

APPLETON MUSIC SCHOOL

(Continued From Page One)

Church of God Being Blessed |n Its
Work—Students EVom P. E. L

every Tuesday morning (rom 9 to 12

The rate at which tlie clinic has
Appleton, July 7
grown in the two months of its ex 1 Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
istence is sincere testimony of the
Hundreds of people from all over
need of such a service. The only the States and Canada were here to
method used to spread the good news attend the Music Schoc opened by
is the gratitude of patients who have the Church of God. The speakers of
tlie day were among the best. Col.
received this help.
Each patient is given a complete Riddle of Boston has put several
physical examination at the flrst students into this school. Rev. Mr.
visit. This examination Includes Riddle two years ago fed 30,000 people
ear. eye. nose and throat, heart and and todav is a wonderful help to the
lungs, abdomen, blood and urine- Church cf God ln that city. Dr.
careful skeletal examination. Each Payne gave two wonderful lectures.
Frof. Miner irom Pennsylvania. Revs.
patient has as close attention to his
Rix, Lconey and Avery and several
or her case as the private patient who other able men spoke.
pays $25 for such an examination.
Many of the cereal companies of
There are four physicians ln attend Portland and Boson are interested in
ance at each clinic, giving to their this Music School and are helping ln
various wavs. A carload of food came
patients th eadvantage of a consulta
in from the northern part of the
tion of these physicians. A nominal
State and a carload of students from
charge of 50 cents is made to the
Prince Edward Island is expected to
patient to defray general expenses.
reach Appleton today .
Careful records are kept and at the
Dr. T. S. Payne will be the speaker
end of every year will show the prog at Appleton on Wednesday and Sun
ress these patients have made undpr day nights.
osteopathic care.
V/. H MiUbr

Every-Other-Day
Winslow-Holbrook Post holds Its
semi-annual meeting Thursday night.
Destroyer Hamilton is due here to
day. Lieut. Richard Spofford, who
marrlM a Camden girl, is aboard.
•__

JULY
s M T w T r s
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31

TALK OF THE TOWN

f*ag< Three

Rockland Courier Gazette, Tuesday, July 9, 1935

Clyde H. Smith, State chairman of
the Three Quarter Century Roster
Committee has appointed Zelma M.
Dwinal county chairman.

Dr. Herman J. Weisman, who suc
ceeded to the practice of Dr Adams,
has been named by Oov. Brann as
medical examiner for Knox County.

Wesley Curtis, pleading guilty to the
larceny of copper wire from Stanley
C. Boynton, was sentenced to three
months in jail, then placed on pro
bation.

COMING neighborhood events
Henry La Point or Rockport ditched
July » -g’r,» Heald'. D»''cf Recital in his car an(j then telephoned the State
Rockland High School auditorium
July 11—Camden At Opera House. Police to come and arrest him for
Colby College Players In "Morning at
Seven." Benefit of Camden Relief Asso drunken driving. He was fined $100
ciation. Followed by reception at White and costs.
hall
July 15 Open gardens In Boothbay
region. 10 a. m. to 5 p m.
Edgar E. Oillette, a long-time sum
July 15 -fit. Swlthln'a Day
July 15—17 30 p m l Annual meeting, mer resident at Crescent Beach, died
Knox County Association for rural
in Newton. Mass., Sunday. Commitreligion. education. Unlveraallst vestry
ahowy lf-c,raden -a*rdcn club flower tai services will be held at AchorD
July IS- Thomaston Federated Circle cemetery Wednesday at 3 p. m.
summer fair on Congregational Church
lawn.
•>*July 17-18 Washington Fond-du-Lac a
Chapter presents "Listen To Me" In
IMPORTANT NOTICB
Washington
July 20 New England States Veterans!
Firemens Muster at Portland.
Members of Knox County
July 21—Boston Yacht Club's annual,
Legion Posts Interested in form
cruise disbands at Camden
July 24 — Waldoboro Lawn party of I
ing a County Drum Corps are
Woman s Club
July 24-Aug
21 — Castine — Alumni
invited to attend the meeting
Camp at Sandy Point
which will be held ln Legion
Juiy 25--Camden- At Opera House. Jit-!
ney riayers with Ethel Barrymore Colt
hall, Rockland tonight at 7.30
Benefit Camden Relief Association
July 28—Camden At Opera House.!
p. m.
matinee, special for children. Jitney
O. E. Wtehman.
Players with Ethel Barrymore Colt ln I
"Wizard of Oz
Benefit Camden Relief
Drum Major,
Association.
July 28—Camden—At Opera House In [
the evening. Jitney Players. Ethel Barry-1
more Colt. In "8he Stoops to Conquer." I
Services for Charles Clifford Smith
Benefit Camden Relief Association
July 31 - Rockport - Baptist Ladies were held from his home on Broadway
Circle mid-summer fair on church lawn ...
„
Aug 5—Eastern Star field day at Olen- i Monday, Rev. J. C MacDonald offlci*
COA,u|Gr?nc.1^en-8t Thomas’ parish a,in8 BMrers
C W Blackmgannual bazaar on rectory lawn
ton, Don Cummings. Myron Mank.
Aug 12-13—Fifth
annual poultry
school at University of Maine
Moses Annis. Interment ln Ash
Aug 18—Owl's Head Church fair and
Point cemetery.
supper
Aug 14 — Thomaston — fit. John's
Church summer fair
“Morning At Seven." probably the
Aug 15—Warren Annual mid-summer
concert at Baptist Church
most
successful of the many plays
8ept 18—City schools open
Sept 25-27—State WC.T.U. convention produced by Colby College, will appear
In Oardlner.

Thursday night at Camden Opera
COMING REUNIONS
House. Tickets may be obtained at
Aug 18—Light reunion at Lights Corner Drug Store, this city, tomor
Pavilion. Washington
row from 1 to 6 p. m.
Robert Allen has been employed at
Morgan Vickerman of Camden was
Knox Hospital.
fined $50 and costs in Municipal Court
Lucien K. Orecn and son Lucien yesterday on the charge of maintainare in New York buying stock for, ing a gambling establishment. Actheir display opening next Monday tion followed a Sunday morning raid
-------at the Knox Club on Park street by
Mrs. Hazel Jewell has been sub-' Officers Chapman, Hatch and Drinkstituting at the store of E. H Crle | water. Eight sports who were trying
during the absence of Miss Gladys,4 heir luck with the pasteboards were
Grant who has been ill.
I ordered to cough up a sawhorse
■
1 ■■
i apiece.
Clarence E. Miller. 68. died Sun- (
_____
day after a lingering illness Funeral
Lovers of the beautiful will find
services will be held at 2 o’clock Wed particular satisfaction in the dance
nesday at the Burpee parlors.
recital being given at the High School
auditorium tonight at 8 by pupils of
Exercises completing the daily Va Doris Heald of Camden. Thc procation Bible School of the First Bap
gram will feature many ensemble teatist Church will be held tonight at
tures in addition to solo dances and
7.30 at the church. The public is in
novelties. Miss Heald's skill will be
vited.
reflected tn the exquisite costumtnR
and effects as well as in the actual
A pre-school clinic will be held at
Purchase Street school tomorrow at dance steps.

BIG FIVE LEAGUE
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Cement Company Rides Out

TWILIGHT LEAGUE SCHEDULE

In Front With 2'/2-Game *
Lead
j|
Tonight—Cement Co. at Rockport.
Tomorrow—Pirates at Warren.

• • • »

IN SOCIETY

Each Team To Play 24 Games, With Game In
Each Town Labor Day

Lewis Johnson of Madison, N. J.,
has joined his family at Pleasant
Beach.

Results: Pirates 4, Warren 7; Ce
ment Company ill, Battery F 0.

Knox County baseball fan-, anil tluisr who will romr from bevond its
borders, are assured of interesting baseball for the balance of the
season, with the publication of the appended weliedule. Each team
The Standing
plays each other team eight games, four at home and four away in
W
L
PC.
the eight weeks of the schedule. The season will close on labor Day,
when carli team will have a home game, it is desired that all post
Cement Co......... .. 7
.778
2
poned games be disposed ol as rapidly as possible, and there are
Rockport .........
4
3
.667
sufficient open dates for that purpose. Each team will play two
3
.571
Pirates ............. 4
games al home and one away on one week, and ene game at home and
Battery F
. 3
6
.333
two away on thr alternate week. All games will begin al 5.30 p. m.
.333 .. 1 daylight (imcl and nine innings will be played until thr days have
So. Thomaston .. .. 2
4
shortened to such an extent that this is prohibitive.
Warren ............. .. 2
.286
8
The fans want good ball and abo\e all league ball, and its main
Foul Tips
tenance ran be- assured only by reasonable patronage so that thr play
If the Pirates motored to Warren];; ers can get something (or tlielr efforts and sacrifices. Encourage the
players, encourage thc managers—and above atl hear in mind that
expecting a set-up they were soon to
i> > the reason Is short and we are "going Ihrcugh only oner," as thr feller
see their mistake. The cellar team
said.
Cut out thr following schedule for your convenience.
halted the Pirate rush to overtake the
Dragons.
FIRST WEEK
The Battery F team is ln camp at.
Wednesday, July 10—St. George at Camden.
Fort Williams.
Friday. July 12—Thomaston at Rorkland.
Thursday, July 11—Thomaston at St. Grorgr.
Bar Lord, Pirate slugger, must value
Saturday, July 13—Open.
his ability to skid into bases safely.

While on second a rap to the pitcher
tapped him between that base and
third. After much running down he
slewed into third a hair ahead of the
ball. While the baseman was ques- I
tionlng the umpire's decision Bar non- Z
chalantly left the bag to retrieve his J
cap which was a quarter way back +

t

toward second. So stunned was the
irxflelder he didn't seem to know what
to do about it and then coming to his
senses he made a dash and final lunge
at Lord but again missed him by a
hair. And Bar got his cap.
It was a hard pill to swallow—no
baseball here on the Fourth of July.
Too bad some of the Big Five teams
didn't know of it beforehand.

WHO'S WHO FEATURE

+

Something never before attempted ’ ♦
in Rockland will be inaugurated j *
Thursday as a feature in The Cou- 4.
rier-Gazette when Miss Helen Nelson J
will start the publication of "The Peo- ♦
pie You Should Know" feature. The +
articles will deal with prominent in■dividuals. businesses and corporations J*
in this city and surrounding area, and j ♦
will appear in each issue of the pa
per. Miss Nelson has had years ot
experience in the preparation of this
type of a directory, and is well quali
fied to bring out important and in
teresting information and sidelights
about home folks, which most of us
have known at one time or another,
but have since forgotten, and which
strangers will be glad to learn.
j+
Further information about “Thr I +
People You Should Know" in Rock- *
land will be published ln Thursday's j
Courier-Gazette.
Watch for the ♦
article which will reveal complete de- <•
tails about this splendid new feature. | $

4

and thc PrBe contest accompanying
the storics

a
Ralph Hillman of Shirley. Mass.
+ andn sister. Miss Blanche Hillman of
♦ Pelham. N H.. were callers Sunday at
x the home ol W. L. Blackington at
j' Thc Highlands.
♦;
_____
X
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McAuliffe and
j family. Capt. and Mrs. Minnie Kent.
♦ motored to Sullivan Sunday and were
X guests of Mrs. Howard Martin.

FOl'RTH WEEK
Sunday. July 28—St. George at Thomaston.
Monday. July 29—Camden al Rockland.
Tuesday. July 30—St. George at Camden.
Wednesday. July 31—Thomaston al Rockland.
Thursday, August I—Thomaston at Camden.
Friday. August 2—Rockland at St. George.
Saturday. August 3—Open.
FIFTH WEEK
Sunday, August 4—Camden al Thomaston.
Monday. August 5—Thomaston at St. George.
Tuesday, August 6—Camden at Rockland.
Wednesday. August 7—St. George al Camden.
Thursday. August 8—Roc kland at Thomaston.
Friday. August 9—Open.
Saturday, August to—Camden at St. George.

SIXTH WILK
Sunday. August 11—Camden at Rockland.
Monday. August 12—St. George at Camden.
Tuesday, August 13—Open.
Wednesday, August It—Rockland at Thomaston.
Thursday, August IS— Thomaston at Camden.
Friday. August 16—St. George at Rockland.
Saturday. August 17—Thomaston at SL George.

SEVENTH WEEK
Sunday, August 18—Open.
.Monday . August 19—Open.
Tuesday. August SO—( amden at Thomaston.
Wednesday, August 21—Rockland at SL George.
Thursday. August 22—Rockland at t amden.
Friday. August 23—St. Grorgr at Thomaston.
Saturday. August 24—Camden at Sl. George.
•
EIGHTH WEEK
Sunday, August 25—Rockland al Thomaston.
.Monday, August 26—Camden at Rockland.
Tuesday. August 27—Thomaston at ( amden.
Wednesday. August 28—Rockland at St. George.
Thursday. August 29—Camden at Thomaston.
Friday. August 30—SL George at Rockland.
Saturday. August 31—Open.
Labor Day—Forenoon: St. Georre at Thomaston:
Rockland at Camden. Afternoon: Thomaston at
Rockland: Camden at St. George.

Mr. and Mrs. Olver Bowley ot
Squantum. Mass., were holiday and
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Bowley. On their return they were
accompanied by Inez and Grace Bow
ley, Inez to be thetr guest and Oracc
to visit Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Wahlberg
'Marian Brewster) ln Hingham.

WALDOBORO
+
Miss Katherine and Miss Mary
J Tuck of Quincy. Mass, are visiting
* ! their uncle and aunt, Mr and Mrs.
4-, Janies A. Duane.
.j.
Mrs. Abbie Montgomery, who has
been guest of her sister. Mrs. Nellie
+ B. Wade, has returned to Thomas♦ II ton.

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

ANNUAL LUXABLE WEEK
Dresses . . . Hosiery . . .
Neckwear . . . Blouses ...

Gloves . . . Handbags . . .

SPECIAL THIS WEEK—A package of Lux to

every purchaser of one or more of our Luxable
specials. Only one package to a customer.
A WASHABILITY EXPERT located on the

main floor will help you with any washing prob
lem—show you how right care gives longer
wear.

Her authoritative hints will save you

money.
Wc Recommend Lux For Ail Fine Washablcs

♦

Mrs. C. B Stahl. Mrs. H. R. Smith.

♦ Mrs. L. T. Weston and Mrs. J. T. Oay
♦
<■

<•
+
4♦
+
+
$

*
*
*
4*
*

attended the board meeting of the
Lincoln Home In Newcastle.
Mrs. Oeorgla Le Baron of Middleboro, Mass , te visiting her uncle,
Avery Welt.
Mrs. Mary Wade, who has been
guest ot the Fred Tuckers in Eliot,
has returned.
Dr and Mrs Carl Burdick, who
have been passing a week at their
camp at Martin's Point, have re
turned to New York.
Lloyd Giles of Belmont. Mass, and
Boothbay Harbor 1s visiting Oeorge
Kuhn.
I. S. Bailey has returned to Brookline. Mass.
Mrs. arrie Wallace of Bremen has
been visiting for a week with Mrs.

J Ralph Moise.
J
Mrs. Harold Benner of East Cam* bridg, Mas; , 1s guest of her father,
Stephen A Jones.
1
Edward Winslow Hobler of New
York city, a graduate of Bill School.
1935, has been guest of Jasper J.
Stahl. He wil lenter Princeton ln
September.

WARREN

The Baptist Women's Mission
;
Circle meet Wednesday afternoon
FRANCES
A.
WHEELER
j
i with Mrs Grace Wyllie. Picnic sup,
: per will be served.
Miss Frances A Wheeler who died
, Mrs. Amanda Armstrong of Som
I July 2 at 34 Holmes street, was a
daughter of the late Gardner L. and +*W*+*+***O4+'t+*+*.».»+*++j.*+*****+4*'»+'»+***++**6+.(.+ erville. Mass., has leased the Con
gregational parsonage for July. With
.Laura 1 Lowell 1 Wheeler. She W3s 1
8.30 for all children entering school
her will be her daughter Miss Char
born
Feb.
27.
1881,
and
the
greater
Housewives will be keenly inter
next fall who live south of Limerock
lotte Armstrong, teacher in the Mere
ested in the presence this week at part ot her life had been spent as a
dith College in Raleigh. N C„ and
street.
8enter-Crane Company's store of nurse in connection with thc practice
grandson Robert Hutchinson of Som
J E. Stevens, tax assessor. will be Mrs Evelyn C. Nickerson. washablWy or Dr. Whittemore. Beacon street.
(Continued from Page One)
Jurors may in like manner be drawn erville. Mass.
Boston. She was also employed in
the speaker before the Lions Club to specialist direct from thc Lux labora
Mr and Mrs. Henry Lynch and
and summoned at r.ny time during a
that capacity at Mrs. William Crav
tories.
Any
problem
along
washmorrow. “What Price Service" is his
and shall, at all times during b.uslness term of court by direction of the pre daughter Marv and friends of Man
at
t
’
s
Private
Home
and
Mrs
Clark's
ability lines may be brought to Mrs.
topic. Mr. Stevens is a very capable
hours, be open to public inspection.
siding justice and they may be sum chester N ,H. recently srent a two
Nickerson.
Garments apparently Private School for Girls ln Boston,
speaker.
The
list
shall
contain
such
a
num

moned at such time as thc court may weeks' vacation at the Shortell place
_____
ruined by faulty cleansing methods serving as tutor at the latter place
ber of names of persons, male and direct. When by reason of challenge | here.
"Hope to see you sometime before j
1)0 restored under direction J>f as well as nurse. The past two and
Mrs Florence Gardiner has moved
Correct methods one-half years she had spent at her female, qualified for jury service, or other cause, a sufficient number of j
snow flics" is the word .which comes the specialist.
old home giving comfort and care to as the commissioners shall deem jurors duly drawn end summoned i to Thomaston where she has an
easier
methods,
modern
washabiltty
from Congressman Moran's office. It
apartment in the Levensaler Block.
her father and stepmother, now necessary.
cannot be obtained for the trial of a
Is a wise Congressman who can tell practices arc all available for the
She will teach English and Latin in
passed
on
Selection
of
persons
ior
jury
serv

asking.
case,
the
court
shall
cause
Jurors
to
now when the end of the session will
Miss Whreler te survived by a ice shall be based on their mental, be returned from the bystanders, or the Thomaston High School In the
come.
Among the graduates from the brother. Thomas G. Whfeler: and moral and physical fitness. Persons from the county at large, to complete fall Friends here of whom she has
many, will miss her.
Ballard
Business School of Rockport four cousins Edna Wheeler Stevens, rejected by said commissioners shall the panel.
Ed Wynn, the "nation's fire chief."
Louis Ferrault has resumed hte po
receiving
diplomas
last
month
were
Jane
Wheeler
Tate.
Mrs
Mabel
not be placed on said jury list for a
will be the feature of the muster of
Such jurors shall lie returned by sition as overseer in the card room of
t"h'e New England Veteran Firemen in Virginia Drlnkwater, Lucille Heath of Beaton and Frank A. Wheeler.
period of at least three years.
thc sheriff or his deputy, or by such the mill, after receiving treatment
Funeral services were held last Fri
Portland on July 20. He will lead thc Camden, and Saxon Lurvey, their
Commissioners may add names to other disinterested person as the for several weeks at the Maine Gen
work
commanding
particular
trX
’
nday
at
the
Episcopal
Church.
Rev.
parade and also act as master of
such a list as often as may be neces- court appoints. Grand Jurors shall eral Hospital ln Portland.
ceremonies at The reception and ball tion. Miss Drinkwater attained the Ernest O. Kenyon officiating. Dr J. ' sary to maintain thc number herein
be selected in a like manner prior
EY lends are tendering sympathy to
r-UlVi, Elite.
A—.. Dr.
A,.. Frederick
.
J provided TJjpy may „1SO ()rop frOm
at City hall. Rorkland will be rep 120-words per minute in the Gregg A. Richan.1. Emery
to the flrst term of the Superior Mr. and Mrs Eteri Storer in thc loss
shorthand test for a period of five Farnum of Boston and Lucius H K
'
.
.
resented in the parade.
names of Person's who. by reason j court to be held for the transaction , of their daughter Frances 16, who
minutes. She received her office Perry wrcc bearers. Interment was I
of
age,
inflimity, death, or other dlsa-1 of criminal business on or after the died Sunday from acute appendicitis
A Norway despatch Io the Press practice experience, required by the in Sea View cemetery.
blllty, could not reasonably be ex first day of September, annually, and at their home ln Rockland. Thc
school,
at
thc
office
of
Senter
crane
Herald says that Wesley H. Ginn, of
pected to serve as jurors if called, grand Jurors shall serve at each family have many friends in this
that town, who slashed his wrists in Rockland, and is now employed as
At Breezemere tomorrow night Jack and shall drop therefrom names of
criminal term during the year. When town.
stenographer
and
bookkeeper
by
the
with a razor, in a despondent fit died
Kennedy and hte Royal Vagabonds persons engaged in unlawful traffic
The committee to serve the supper
the number of grand jurors te re
in a Lewiston hospital. The corre Medomak Canning Co. Miss Heath will be the feature dance team —adv
in intoxicating liquors, or who arc duced by death or otherwise, ad Thursday at ,the Congregational
a
graduate
of
the
commercial
depart

spondent adds that Mr. Ginn was a
known to tr habitually addicted to the ditional grand jurors may be select Church includes Mrs. Nancy Clark,
native of Rockland. 68, and a son of ment of thc Camden High School '34.
}
use of intoxicating liquors or who ed and summoned under thc direc- Mrs. Abbie Newbert. Mrs Janet Rob
received
the
gold
pin
awarded
by
the
Hiram Y. and Ada C. Ginn.
inson. Mrs. Florence Gardiner. Mrs.
j have been convicted of any scanda- tion of the court at any time.
Gregg Shorthand Company for writ
j lous crime or gross immorality.
Arthur Duncan inhaled carbon ing 120 words per minute. She re
Fine for failure to attend as Juror.
M<x>r(‘' Mrs Obtrude Starrett.
monoxide fumes while working in a ceived her office practice experience
McKellar. Following the
.On receipt of written or verbal Any person summoned and in court Mrs
garage Sunday night and was found ln the office of Charles A. Perry.
notice from the clerk or deputy clerk as a Juror, shall, If satisfactory to thc supper there will be a brier parish
unconscious by Barney Tarvis. Dr. Camden attorney, and at present is
of courts of their respective counties. court, be competent to sit as a juror meeting after which the Brotherhood
AND
F. F Brown was summoned. Dun employed as stenographer and typist
1 designating the number of Jurors re and no verdict shall be attacked by will meet, with ladies Invited. Rev
can soon recovered, and expressed the by thc Rockport carnival regatta
quired and dale on which they are reason of any irregularity or Infor C. E. Brooks of the Pratt Memorial
opinion that the wind had shut the committee. Miss Lurvey, a graduate
to report for duty, said commission mality ln selecting or summoning a | Church of Rockland will give an In
garage door, leaving him at the mercy or Rockland High School '32 with one
Established 1840
ers shall forthwith select, by such Juror. Any juror, who. after being formal talk.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gordon end
year at Colby, also received the geld
oi the fumes.
Licensed Embalmera and
method as will give a fair and Just notified, unnecessarily falls in his
Mrs, Alice Gordon were overnight
Attendants
pin from the Gregg company for
j distribution according to population,
At Breezemere tomorrow night Jack writing 120 words per minute; a gold
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer a sufficient number of persons to per- attendance, shall be fined for the KUPJ.|S Friday of Mr and Mrs Frank
,^dd at Madtson
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews | form Jury service at the prospective dontempt, not exceeding $20.
Kennedy and his Royal Vagabonds pin from the Woodstock Typewriter
Mrs. Alice Oordon was hostess Sunwill be the feature dance team.—a'dv. Co. for writig 70 words per minute
Day or Night Telephone I term. Such selection shall be made Munro’s Restaurant. 8 Park street. day
new Twin Farms Tea
on the typewriter, and thc advanced
1 with reasonable allowances for su to let or for sale. Dan Munro. 106, Room her guests at dinner being
450
Masonic assembly in Rockland business school penmanship certifi
and Mr and Mrs
Representatives In all large cities pernumeraries and for unforseen Limerock street, telephone 1106.—adv. ] Mrs Aiice
Thursday night. Omit sandwiches. cate from the Palmer Method Pen
1 causes or Inability to attend. Sumln the United States and Canada
------------------Bernard Jordan of Medfield, Mass.,
manship Oo. Miss Lurvey has thc
Ice cream will be served.—adv.
] monses for those so selected shall b?
Special dry cleansing, 80 cents, h0U5eguests of Mrg Cook
distinction of completing the secre- j
AMBULANCE
prepared
by
said
commissioners
and
plain
garments, men and women.
Mr and MrJ gidney Wyllie are at
See me for automobile Insurance. tarial course in eight months. She
Service Is Instantly available.
mailed by registered mail, postage Peoples Laundry. Tel. 170, City. 74-tf homp havjng spenL ,Mt wfek at ft
Lumberman's Mutual has always has been for some time employed as j
Experienced attendant* on duty.
! prepaid, to each person selected at
made a substantial dividend saving. stenographer in the office of the ]
Chisholm's Spa curb service 1s one cottage ln Belfast,
Day
and Night Telephone
Ills regular place of abode. A re of the pleasant features of this sum- | Dana Smith Sr. arrived home PrlStock companies, six months pro Stonington Furniture Co.
turn registered receipt shall be suf- mer season. Delicious home made
night to spend a few days with
450
rata. Best of service, strongest com
Dance Simonton’s Corner every Sat
361 MALT ST, ROCKLAND, ME. j flcient evidence that the person or tees and cold fountain drinks served j h's family here. He te associated
panies.
M. F. Lovejoy, Masonic
ao-w persons so selected have received th" h) your own car Maln gtrMt corner j with the Tnlereexv.lal Merehnnt MaTemple, Rockland. Telephone 1060-J. urday nite. "Old and New.' Dean's
above named summons. Additional Lindsey, Rockland —adv,
e 80-85 'rlneOrchestra.
82*83
U-tf

ABLE JURY COMMISSIONERS

Announcing . . ,

Miss Elizabeth Till has returned
front a visit in Swampscott and Mar
blehead, Mass.

SECOND WEEK
Sunday, July 14—Thomaston at Rorkland.
Monday, July 15—('amden at St. George.
Tuesday, July 1G—Open.
Wednesday. July 17—Rockland al (amden.
Thursday, July 18—St. George al Thomaston.
Friday. July 19—St. George at Ko<kland.
Saturday. July 20—Thomaston at Camden.

THIRD WEEK
Sunday. July 21—St. Grorgr at Rorkland.
Monday. July 22—Camden at Thomaston.
Tuesday. July 23—Rockland at SL George.
Wednesday. July 24—Rockland al Camden.
Thursday, July 25—Thomaston at SL George.
Friday. July 86—Rorkland at Thomaston.
Saturday. July 27—Open.

Senter Crane Com^anf

Mrs Oeorge Murray of Boston has
been guest of Mrs. Elizabeth Mason
at South Thomaston.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

NOTICE!
We are now located at our New Syndicate

Block Store, Corner Oak Street and
Opposite Strand Theatre

Our Official Opening to be announced
later

H. H. CR1E & CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Mr and Mrs. Augustus Young and
children of Portland are guests of
It was Communion 8unday July 7 hte parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jason
at Union Church and Mrs John Oun- Young.
derson (Martha Beckman) now of
Brookline. Mass, was soloist. Mrs
STONINGTON
Ounderson was formerly a member
of Union Church choir.
The Simonton Farm Bureau will
Misses Margaret and Ixjutee Libby hold an all day meeting Wednesday at
of Wollaston. Mass . arrived Saturday the Community hall, the subject,
and are at the Libby residence on "Keeping the House Clean." Thc work
Oranlte street. Their father. Charles for the day will be the making of
8. Libby, has returned to Wollaston various kinds of cleaners.
after a few weeks' stay in town.
Rain Sunday postponed the ball
BORN
game here, Chiefs vs. Ellsworth team
BARM
At Bockland. July 3. tn Mr.
Mrs Tappan Sargent of Brooklyn Is
and Mrs Vemard Barnes (Doris Matoney), a dauxhter. Brverlle Ann
at thc home of Mrs. M. Orlndell.
Miss Ethelyn Strickland who has
MARRIFD
been guest of her mother. Mrs Alice
- O'.ERLOCK
At Waldoboro.
Strickland, went Sunday to Boston. IlOOER-S
July 3. by Rev Mr. Taylor. Oeorge
Soger* of St Oeorge and Miss Annie
Mrs. Auric Roberts. Mrs. Emma
A Overlook ot Warren
Mills and Miss Patricia Maddocks ar
rived Saturday from Quincy, Mass.
DIED
Ralph Earl who has been visiting
MII.LER At Bangor. July 7. Clarenre
Mr and Mrs. cilntOn Teele, left Sun
■award Miller, aged 68 years Funeral
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from Burpees
day for Philadelphia.
parlors
Edwin Rule and Thurston Magnu STORER—At Rockland. July 7, Frances,
daughter of fcrl and Lydia Storer. aged
son of Medford, Mass., were n town
18 years. J] months 29 days Funeral
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from 41 South
over the holday, rcturnng Sunday
Main 8t Interment In Ooshen ceme
nght.
tery, Waldoboro.
Mrs Hattie Smith and daughters OILLETTE At Newton. Mass, July 7.
Edgar X. Oillette. nred 77 year
Lilian ai$d Marjorie of Wakefield.
Funeral services In Newton at 2 30
P m today Committal at Achorn
Mass. are at Bridgcslde fdrThe sum
cemetery Wednesday at 3 p m
IEADBETTER At North Haven. July 3.
mer vacation.
Mary A . widow of Lewis Lradbetter.
Mr and Mrs John Massey wtyo
aged 91 yearn Interment In Auburn.
have been guests of her parents. Mr DAVIS~-At Waldoboro. .Julv 3, Winfield
E Davln. aged 71 years. 7 months. 13
and Mrs. Daniel Middleton for thc
days Interment In Sweetland cemepast three weeks, left Friday for their . tery.
home In Delaware.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Johnson have
neighbors for the kindness extended
returned from Worcester, Mass. En to us ln our bereavement: also those who
beautiful floral offerings and who
route they enjoyed an auto trip to sent
kindly offered their cars.
Mrs. Ruth Beverage and family, J. C.
Bar Harbor.
Leadbetter. W E Leadbetter
Mrs. Carrie Page of Washington,
North Haven.
D. C„ is in town for the summer va
CARD OF THANKS
cation.
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for their kindness extended
Mr. and Mrs. George Bunker and to
us during the Illness and death of our
son George of Portland are guests of father, for the lovely -flowers sent and
thoae who so kindly offered their cars.
hs father, Lowney Bunker. Mr.
Irving Joyce. Hanson Joyce Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Vlnal Hopkins. Mr.
Bunker te master mechanic on the Joyce.
and Mrs Walter Joyce, Jo..eph P. Brinkworth.
musical municipal cars In that city.
North Haven.
,
, ,

VINALHAVEN
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PLEASANT POINT

v

Byrd Expedition Fuel Unchanged By Antarctic Tests

DOES YOUR

Ted Andrews and family and
friends spent the holiday at their!
cottage at Oay's Island.

HUSBAND

day picnic at her cottage at Ocean
Point.
Mrs Robert Barlow aid son Rob
ert have returned home after visiting
Mrs Barlow's parents. Mr and Mrs
E W Osgood, at Popham Beach
Many children In town have the
chicken-pox.

CALL YOU

Mr and Mrs. Ira Oliver and Mr
and Mrs Carl Stetson of Thomaston
■ were visitors here Thursday,
i

Mrs O. N. Vannah entertained the
Ladles' Aid last Tuesday with an all-1

GROUCHY?

Mr and Mrs Allle Demuth. Evelyn
He’s truthful if not tactful. Man
Haupt and Junior Olbbs of South
Warren possed an enjoyable Fourth like, he is bewildered by your
offishnessaod
on Oay's Island and at L. O Youngs I
irritability.He
Gwendolyn and Roland Stlmpson
can't understand
were guests Thursday of Harland!
what you have
and Doris Davis.
. to be blue about
The families of Mr and Mrs James
22C / He wishes that
Seavey, Mr and Mrs William Ma
a
J you’d snap out
of it. He'd do
loney and Mr and Mrs. Richard
Davis entertained Charles Oould aud Mia.B*rbwaSpmnaOythiog he
could to help you. If he knew
his sister at dinner, the Fourth.
how good Lydia E. Pinkham's
The families of Carl Webster and
Vegetable ComDound was, he’d
Thomas Donegan have returned to
go straight to uie nearest drug
their respective cottages for the
store ana buy you a bottle.
summer.
"My husband says I am my old
Mr and Mrs. Walter D Young and
self again," says Mrs. Barbara
son William of Thomaston have Spears, 799 Elma Street, Akron,
moved to their cottage for the season
Ohio. "I was tired and all in with

tR

no appetite. Had oo pep and »u
in poor spirits. Your Vegetable
Compound eliminated that awful
tired feeling."

Miss Oeorgla Young of Swampscott.
Mass., was recently at home for a
few days visit.
Mrs Fannie Davis was hostess to
her family and friends the Fourth
Refreshments were served and an
enjoyable time passed.

Don't try your husband’s patience
too far. (.ci a bottle from you*
druggist NOV. Il probably will
help you, because nearly a million
American women know from pertonal experience that it help* thcffli

Mr. and Mrs Leroy Seavey of
Camden were at L. B Seavey s
Thursday for a visit.

(Tap), Lieut. Com. George O. Novlll*, executive officer of the Byrd expedition, congratulate* M. I.
Tide Water chemiet and engineer, on the fuel and oil eupphed lor the two Byrd expedition*. Chief Pilot
Here1-1 Jim* hold* sample* al Tydol gasoline which flew Byrd’a plane* over the South Pol* and through th*
Aatwxtlc for 35,000 mile*. (Lower left), Lieut. Com. Novlllo preeent* th* only remaining can of oil te W.
Whalen, New England Tld* Water manager This specially constructed copper can of aviation *11, cached In
Llttl* America when Byrd’s first expedition returned to civilization almost four year* ago, waa found In
perfect condition under th* snow. (Lower right), M. I. Beadle, Tide Water chemiet, gives gasoline an octaa*
test and find* th* specimens from both planes had retained their high rating and standard*.

t.

u

By LATTIMER 8HAW

Water for thia
well aa the prev
ious Byrd expedition. They come
-THIS etory starts oo the deck of on the only can of Veedol oil
the Jacob Ruppert, flagship of that is left — one of Tide Water
the second Byrd Expedition to the Oil's copper cans which waa spe
South Pole, at anchor at the Bos cially constructed for the Aral Byrd
ton Navy Yard. Three figure* crouch expedition six year* ago. It had
down under the Condor plane been cached under the Ice when the
which flew Admiral Byrd's party Byrd party left Little America
through the Antarctic.
Airplane after the flrat expedition, reclaim
mechanic Vernon Boyd, opens a ed by the second when the food
▼alee and a trickle of gasoline caves were dug into, part ot it used
flows Into a retort held by H. 1. In the phuiee and the rest brought
Beadle, chemist and engineer of home.
Tide Water Oil Company.
It w»« turned over to Com
Harold (. June, chief pilot ot the mander Oeorge O. tvoville. exe
two Byrd Antarctic expeditions, cutive officer of the expedition, who
nods his approval and corroborates later presented It to W. S. Whalen,
the fact that thia gasoline la the Tide Waters New England man
same that powered the plane dur ager.
The next scene Is tn a chemical
ing all Its polar flights totalling
more than 20.000 milea. The Con laboratory where Che three men
dor la lashed alongside the gigan prepare to teat Ihelr ggaoiine sam
tic Ford Tmnotor that flew over ples
Chemist Beadle silently pour*
tbe pole In 1929. Tbe three men
then board the Ford plane and lake the gasoline for the lent, and, slop
watch tn hand, turn* wheel* and
samples of It* gasoline.
Down Into the bowels of the ship dials. Tbe next minute or two will
they go now to Inspect the ramain- determine whether or not the fuel
fuel and oil supplied by Tide was damaged or altered by being

Capt. L. O. Young. Capt. C. O.
j Young and Capt. L Nicholson left
for Cashes Banks Wednesday.
Mr und Mrs W J. Morse spent
Thursday at their home here.
Mr and Mrs Russell Mann are
passing the month at their cottage,
Moss bar
Mr. and Mrs Alvah Carle ot Bar
rington. R I., spent the holiday at
their home here
The Fourth brought its usual

subjected to Antarctic tempera
tures ol 65 below sera and the*
brought back to Bouton on an af
ternoon when the thermometer reg
istered 76 degree*.
Suddenly he stop* the machine
and walks to a nearby desk where
a chart taken of the gasoline when
It was consigned to the Byrd sup
ply ship* rest* and compare lh*
figures he has Just taken.

,
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crowd of visitors to this community
including. Mr. and Mrs. Randall
Jones and son Myron. F R DeWitt.
Miss Leila Clarke-and friends, of
Thomaston and many more from
neighboring towns.
The Flinchbaughs and friends are
at their cottage for a time.

STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

This discovery la one of the ma
jor ones developed In the automo
tive and serial experiments con
ducted at Little America. Accord
ing to Commander Novllle and Mr.
June, the gasoline and oil are ex
actly the same after their years of
temperature change* at the Tydol
and Veedol used today by American
mo tons la.

UNION
O. E. S circle dinner has been
postponed until July II.
The Winslow family of Waltham,
Mass., are here for a month and are
occupying Reverdy Burns' house.
Mr. and Mrs Burns have moved to
their farm at Clarry Hill for the
summer.
Mrs. Eva Robbins remains very 111,
Miss Augusta Ross Is helping care
for her.
W. J. Bryant spent the weekend
with friends at Portland.
Abner Griffin and daughter. Mrs.
Charles Howe and Mrs. Lila Burrlll
motored Sunday to Verona. Mrs.
Ethel Griffin, who had been visit
ing friends there, returned with
them.
Native strawberries are ripe and
everyone ts busily engaged picking
them. Around the Common they are
being sold at 22 cents per box.

SAN DIEGO. Cal. —
’* The man who guesses iiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiu^,
your weight at the
San Diego Fair, tax
ing yon 15 cents If he
guesses within 3 lbs.
and presenting you a
cane tf he doesn’t,
nearly went bankrupt
when thl* healthy cltlwen tipped the Toledos
at 600 pounds! Note
six canes won by the
customer, and bewild
ered head-scratching
by proprietor on right.
The face of the scale
. says "honest weight,”
Ntoo.

"«- - - - - - - -

Lewis Burgess and son Stewart of
Weymouth, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Vinal of Warren called re
cently on Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames.
• • • •
Masonic assembly In Rockland
Thursday night. Omit sandwiches.
Ice cream will be served.—adv.
i

NORTH WALDOBORO

SURE SIGN OF
permanent pop
ularity. crochetIng has now
reached the
point where the
well- equipped
crocheter has
various accesso
ries. Chief among them is the "yarn girl,” a sphere made of plaskon,
with weighted base. In which the hull of crochet cotton Is held stead
ily and let out easily, as needed. The warm pastel colors characteris
tic of plaskon, make It a decoration in the room.

..... 3 sjat;...
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Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders
j isht wranefc,

Mrs. Herbert Miller and family of
Massachusetts are guests for a few
days of Mr and Mrs. L. H. Oliver.
Misses Lois and Marie Bomheimer
who have been passing two weeks In
several places In Massachusetts, re
turned home Friday.
Mrs Florence Shuman, two sisters
of Buxton, and Fred Chute were re
cent callers at Chester Quncan’s
Maude Mank has employment at
Peter Hildebrandt's.
A. W. Winchenbach and Homer
Carroll were Rockland visitors Fri
day afternoon.
Paul Walter is employed at Jasper
Stahl's in Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walsh of
Flanders Corner were guests Thurs
day of their daughter, Florence
Smith.
Ednah Howard has employment in
Naples for the summer.
Elva Borneman and mother, Mary
Shuman, were holiday visitors at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Borneman In Warren.
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5

X

I

1

16

9

!

Miss Marion Hibbert returned home
Thursday from Middletown. Conn,
after a long visit with her brother
Kenneth Hibbert and family.
Mr and Mrs Arthur Withee and
son William, Mr and Mrs Walter
Withee and Oeorge Withee enjoyed
a piclnlc Thursday at Boothbay Har
bor.
Mr and Mrs Chauncey Hallowell
have returned home from Mass
achusetts after a short visit with
relatives.
Leslie Wellman of Watertown,
Mass., and nephew Donald Johnston
of Damariscotta were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman
A large number from this vicinity
attended the ball game at Jefferson
Thursday.
Mr and Mrs. Cleo Bartlett and
family spent the Fourth with Mr. and
Mrs Adejbert Sprowls In Windsor.
Mr and Mrs Ernest Wellman of
8outh China were guests Sunday of
Mrs Olennle Delameter.
Pearl Hibbert of Howard. R I, Is
home for a short visit
Birdell Hibbert visited Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hibbert
Miss Doris Lundy Is gueset of her
sister. Mrs Hazel Swett.
Ray E Dawson was a visitor Friday
in Lewiston.
Mrs Charles Brainerd and daughter
Mrs Lina Bartlett and three chil
dren were In Portland and Kenne
bunk Thursday on a visit.
Mrs. W. Hewett of Somerville was a
caller on Mrs. A. A. Bartlett recently.

"Folies Btrgere.'' 20th Century's tached be-monocled French baron.
lavish musical extravaganza starring
Ann Sothern and Merle Oberon,
Maurice Chevalier, comes Wednesday making her Hollywood debut, share
and Thursday.
feminine supporting honors, while the
Taking its settings and its mood as cast of this Darryl F Zanuck produc
well as its title from the interna tion also includes Eric Blore. FerdiASH POINT
tionally famous Parisian musical en I nand Munler. Walter Byron, Lumstertainment, "Folies Bergerc" offers den Hare, Robert Orelg. Ferdinand
School Note*
Chevalier his first dual ro’.e. He Is Oott-Schalk. Halliwell Hobbes and
School closed June 28 A picnic
seen both as his gay. straw-hatted, others. Chevalier sings five new song
was enjoyed, the pubils and teachers
singing self and also as a be-mus- hits.—adv.
of the three schools going together,
with parents and friends. It Is re
gretted that Mrs Scammon, teacher
of Timber HUI school, could not be
present, due to Illness tn the family.
Graduation exercises were held for
-by “Movie Spodight"
the Eighth Orades. June 27. at (he
Owls Head Town hall, those taking
part from this school being William
Haskell, whose essay was "Ships That
Come In," and Donald Willis, poem.
“Time Will Tell."
6
Pupils neither absent nor tardy tar
cZux/vzon /
the term were: Bernice Jones. Andrew
Coffey, Marion Curtis. Irving Mc
Conchie, Wil'ism Haskell.' Those hav
ing perfect attendance for the en
tire school year were Andrew Coffey,
Irving McConchie ano William Has
kell.
It was pleasing to receive a letter
from Madelyn McConchie. who Is
visiting her sister at Stony Creek.
Conn., and It Is hoped she has a happy
summer.
This list names the Seven-Point
children: Madelyn McConchie, Os
mond Woodman. Robert Coffey, Lure
r breeds dorp,
Woodman, Harold Jones. Billy Has
writes for doy nuuj- Joan Marsh, who at
kell. Freda Woodman. Elmer Small,
\azleuj, and holds
tJu aqe of 3 had a.
Irving McConchie, Andrew Coffey,
^a. "djocj judqlnq'
3-octave win ranqi,
Marlon Curtis. Six-Point, Leroy Cur
CLctnsi.
tis, Donald Willis and Bernice Jones.
is now known as a.
It was a matter of regret that the
'chantuise' - a wlae.
four Woodman children and Leroy
between a ctrntraJto'
Curtis were absent the last few weeks
and. blurs sinqtn
on account of Illness and teacher and
pupils hope they are much improved.
- Columbia Feature Urvita
We wish to tell our assistant teach
er Miss Madeline Coffey, how much
Thl tnuut doubles rrf
we have enjoyed having her with us
Jean Harlow, Joan Crawford, and. Conrad tloufti are
this year, and hope she returns in the
U/orhwq as extras in Cbbuitblaj 'Chantfor Breakfast
fall.

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
39- Perch .
1-Teaae
5-Large artery
40- Type measure
41- Openly
•-Ocean*
43- Act
11- Capable
44- Date In Roman
12- Becauae
calendar
14- Prlckled
15- Neer by
46- Galn
47- Mother (Let.)
16- Small rug
48- A Russian title
13- Mueical not*
1»-A military officer
(pf.) '
(abbr.)
VERTICAL
20-Metrtc land meeiure
1- flete ef worker*
>1-Father
2- You and I
23- Affirm
3- Snar*
24- Javeline
4- R*«r
26-Vocal sound*
26-Reject with disdain 6- Ae*!*t
6~Aged
29-Follow
7- Mueical not*
32- Profound
8- Chang*
33- Enclosuree
Id-Break* suddenly
35- Crlmeon
11-Apportion
36-Con Junction
13-6poken
37- Exiate

-■

WEST WASHINGTON

Hl* announcement la brief, mere
ly that "The fuel la unchanged"
but it means that the proper gas
oline. with proper handling, can be
taken anywhere, used under prac
tically any conditions and stored
for long periods without losing Us
caliber or stamina.

"Tohfl/nleuk

Mrs. uuseph Luke and daughter
Sally recently visited at Wlscusset.
Alonzo Connors and Stanley Con
nors of Boothbay Harbor visited Fri
day with their sister Mrs. Alfred
Dodge. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kidder and
daughter Ruth have arrived to spend
the summer.
•
Mrs Charles Van Horn has employ
ment with the Wilde family this sea
son.
Richard Powell Is guest of relatives
at Pittsfield.
Mrs. Everett Barlow and children
are visiting her parents at Sanford.
Miss Hope Hodgdon la visiting her
staler. Mrs Hilda Delaphlane In Col
orado.
Edwin McKown of Southport passed
the holiday with his sister, Mrs. Clin
ton Barlow.
Robert 8tevcns of Bath has em
ployment In town
Mrs J N Dodge of Boothbay Cen
ter and Miss Edith Dodge of this town
are on a few weeks' tour In Colorado.
Mr and Mrs Ernest Burnham of
South Portland are receiving con
gratulations of the birth June 29 of
a son Mr. Burnham is well known
here and has relatives In this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs Albert Barlow spent
the Fourth with friends and rela
tives at Belfast
Everett Poole of Bristol was a re
cent visitor in town.
Francis Luke passed last week with
his family at Popham Beach.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

VERTICAL (Cont)
15-Creek god
17-Snared
20-A thoroughfare (pi.)
22- Comparatlve suffix
23- Artlele
26- Appear
27- Above
2S-The nostril*
29-Choic* part of
society
30- Country of Europe
(abbr.)
3f-Glrl'a name
32- Fancy
34-Ceaaet
36-Abov*
33- Narrow atrip of
wood
41- Lyrle poem
42- Perlod of time
(abbr.)
44-Pronoun
•46-A continent (abbr.)

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

CUSHING
Mrs Susie Holder spent last Tues- )
day with Mrs Copeland in Thomas
ton at the home of her daughter,;
Mrs Grace Payson.
Mr and Mrs. S A. Miller and
children of Thomaston passed the
Fourth with Mis Miller's parents
enjoying a picnic and clambake at
which they were Joined by Mr and
Mrs F L Oeyer.
Mr and Mrs J D Austin Mr. and
Mrs F O Olson and daughter Patty
were in New Harbor the Fourth and
there called on Mr and Mrs M F
McFarland.
< i 1
Oscar Young Is slightly Improved
and greatly enjoyed th( shower of
post cards, the kind remembrance of
several friends.
Miss Barbara Fales is at her home
after visiting for a few weeks with <
her grandmother, Mrs W. F Flint.
and family.
Mrs Ethel Kenney and daughter,^
Miss Barbara Kenney of Lewiston j
hare opened their house for the sum- j
mer, and Vinal Kllleran of Thomas- }
ton is employed in making repairs on •
the property.
Mrs. Gleason Cogan and three
daughters of Warren have returned
from a visit with Mrs Cogan's sister
Mrs. E O Olson and family.
Mr and Mrs. Wallace Egerton of
Waban Mass. have arrived at their
summer home on HaUiorn’s Point.
Mr and Mrs. Walter B Holder and
son Richard of Belmont, Mass were
•a
guests last week of Mr. Holder’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. B Holder.
Mrs Alice McMillan and son Wal
ton of Atlantic City, N J., have ar
rived at their cottage here to pas*
the remainder of the season Walton
ts a student at Wheaton College while
preparing for the ministry. Mrs
Walton Is a teacher In the Atlantic
City High 8chooL a position she hae
filled for many years.

NORTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Macomber and
Mrs. Hattie Hall of Augusta were
recent callers at E J. Kalloch's .
Mabie Crawford and Mrs. Charles
Erickson visited recently with Mrs
Laura Daniels In Union and called
last Tuesday on Mrs. H. D. Post.
The Fourth of July was safe and
sane in this part of the town.
David Burgh of Washington, D. C.
and Miss Edna Boggs were callers
Wednesday on Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Kalloeh.
Misses Gertrude and Madalene
Mank visited Mary Oracle last Tues
day.

HOTEL

BELLEVUE

BEACON STREET
BOSTON

Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
beside the State House, and
overlooking Boston Cotnaxia
and Public Gardena

RESTAURANT
* h carte tnd table d'bot*
Club Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

CAFETERIA
Pleasant outside location fac
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
Streets. Modem and up-todate. A variety of foods
moderately priced.
EUROPEAN PLAN RATH

Rooms without bath

$2.00 Up
Roams with bath

$3.00 up
Special retet fee
peresswenj ecrepsncy

BOSTON

L.

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
RATgJ:
kngl* 'Ze-tO-JW

to Your hotel in BOSTON

Ml BOOMS WITH MTO

, ,500Rooms
( e*eu>e<e *-»»•-•

RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB XSHOWER

MANGER
« NORTH STATION
•* iTtfl-freeysee TRAIN- tsysue K00M*

Evfly-OtKet-Day
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honor of the third birthday of their
daughter Arlene. Picnic lunch on
Mrs. William Ring and two chll-1 the lawn with Ice cream and biithday
| dren of Warren are visiting Mrs ! cakes served by the hostess were en- 1
I Ring's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Her- Joyable features. Those present
Wilhoul Cilomrl
And You II Jump Oul of B«d ia
• bert Esancy. Mr. Ring lias been an were agf. and Mrs. Herbert Esancy.
(he Morning Rarin’ Io Go
occasional guest while working at daughters Evelyn and Charlene. Mr.
The liver a ho u Id pour out two pound* of
bile into your oowela daily. If thin bile
CENTENARIAN HAD FIF
J the 8tate Garage in Augusta where and Mrs. William Ring and children, liquid
is not rtowinir freely, your food doesn't digest.
TEEN WIVES — Robert A.
It
just
decay* in the bowel*. Gan bloat* up
What our Ughtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
] the State shovel which he operates Ralph Esancy and family. Later your itornach.
You get ennatipatad. Your
Thleme, of Downey, CaL, cele
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
has been remodeled to a "clam shell" callers were Mr and Mrs. Fred Fitz whole system ia poiaonrd and you feel tour,
brated his IMrd birthday by
•unk and the world look* punk.
looking over hit U marriage
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
! shovel to be used by the Pish and gerald.
laxatives are only makeahifta. A mere
certlftcalce and photos of
bowel movement doesn't get at th»* cau»e. It
Maine's waterfront.
j Game Commission in its work near
wive*.
Miss Ida Elwln and Mrs. Gertrude taken thone good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pound* of bile Mowing
! Gray. Mr. Ring went to Gray Thurs
Ring were Augusta visitors last Tues freely and make you feel “up and up" Harmlens. gentle, yet amaxing in making bile flow
The gentleness of heaven Is on the Sea: for mall and supplies. Millard Robin day and Mrs. Ring and family ex day.
freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pill* by
,5
Listen! the mighty Being Is swslte.
else X6c.
pect
to
move
soon.
Recent company at Esancy's in- i name. Stubbornly refuse anything
And doth with hls eternal motion mate son and Thomas McPhee made a
O taat.c m co.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Esancy
of
A sound like thunder -everlastingly.
> \=;*- S'
similar trip June 29.
elude the F. K. Hussey family. Mr
— W Wordsworth.
Edgar Webber was guest Sunday of | South Hope visited Wednesday at hls #nd
Mr. and Mrs ; Kenneth cf Augusta and Mrs. Harry
brother's Herbert Esancy.
Mabel
Robinson.
Elmer
Ell)
worth
and
family, Miss Merrill of Windsor.
Deer Island Thoroughfare
S',
A Boy Scout troop has been orAlbert Staples received callers Sun
Buckingham, Mrs. Eva McKee and
Mrs. Jessie Southard and son of
Here we ure back in the news again. day, the same being Thomas McPhee, J ganlaed here.
X
Mrs. Charles Southard am) son of Orono spent a few days last week
Mr. Spinney, government workman, and Millard and Ouy Robinson.
At a recent meetlnK of the udle® Orono, Mr. and Mrs Amory Smith.j
with her mother. Mrs. Eva McKee.
ATLANTIC CITY NVK8ES learn about Vitamin D
has been with us ten days and has
We are very sorry to learn that Ald ttbout 50 »uests were entertalned Mrs. Alice Dowe and three children, j
tested on white rate at Atlantic City convenUon ot
with Miss Helen Webber as guest of
! now returned.
American Medical Association. Scientists from
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Loudvllle has lost another fine citizen
Mrs. Harry Merrill of Windsor and 1
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation make drat
Mrs. Bessie Dunham and son, Allan, in the sudden death of Warren Elwell I honor, the occasion being a shower In sister. Mrs. Ralph Small of Augusta,
public teste prating “sunshine” powers of Vitamin
i visited us last week also our three resulting from heart trouble. Mr. honor of her approaching marriage I Mr. and Mrs. Ardelle Bumps and | West Perobscot Bay — Northeast
D produced la foods by ultra-violet rag*. 13,000
Point Light, reported extinguished
grandchildren, Effie, Harlon, and Elwell was well-liked and held the to Oeorge Starkey.
white rate are used each yean for these experiment*.
daughter Joyce, Mrs. Arvlde Bumps
Camp Abenakls has opened for Its
July 1, was relighted July 2.
Alice Murphy.
highest respect of many friends.
i and daughters. Mrs. Marie James.
( seventh season. Councillors have ' Mrs. Charlene Young and Rachel and
Eggemoggin Reach—Rudder Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Fificld and
arrived, also Mr and Mrs lftsscy
Channel Rudder Rock Buoy will be
daughter, Edith, made us a short visit
*
I and family, Chef and Mrs Emil Ran- granddaughter. Caroline James.
discontinued about July 9. 1935.
June 23.
Mrs Minnie Brown of Milo Is guest
The thermometer here at the sta- dajj
Massachusetts i their third
East Penobscot Bay -Halibut I.ctfge
At last we have had a change of tion Is registering "hot”, with plenty
and camp manager, Elmer J °f her dauthter Mrs Ouy Ladd
Buoy 3 will be painted red and rewind and weather and are certainly of mosquitoes to go with It.
Mr and Mrs John Hodgkins (Ruth ( numbered 2 about July 9.
Ellsworth, supervisor of Newton
BASEBALL IS IN HER
happy about it.
Walentai of Philadelphia are spendWest Penobscot Bay - Following
Collier Bermindglen passed out at schools, (hls fifth year).
BLOOD—Since she Is the
Keeper Conary' is still here and can i 7 30 p. m.. after discharging 7000
daughter of Manager tiraMrs. Ellsworth and children, Nancy ing a month at the Walenta cottage buoys will be discontinued about July
hlner
of
the Chicago
attend to the Light and keep the bell tons of coal at the Kennebec Coal A , and David and Miss Buckingham are
Recent visitors at Ralph Esancy's 9: Hurricane Sound Deaduuwi Ledge
White Sox, there is little
going when needed.
Wharf Co. The oil tanker, Justin C. staying at one of the Kidder cottages. were Mr. and Mrs Howard Merrill North End Buoy 3. Rockland Harbor,
wonder that June Travis
Our summer friends are beginning Allen, sailed out June 29
of the Aims, considers
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Fitzgerald en- and daughter 8ylvla of Vussalboro. Hallway Ledge South Side Buoy 2.
KEY SPENDERS OF FOCR BILLIONS—L. to r.l Col. Lawrence West
baseball her favorite sport.
to arrive. Mr and Mrs. H, B.
brook, Assistant Administrator; Chief Administrator Harry L Hopkins;
Several pleasure yachts have been tertalned a family party Sunday In (Mr and Mrs. Ralph Small and son Dredged Channel Buoy
She Is playing the game at
Jacob Baker and Aubrey Williams. Assistant Administrators.
Maynard
and
young daughter.
Santa Monica Aeach.
noticed on the river lately.
Barbara, arrived June 29 at their cot
THE CALL OF TRADITION I
Keeper Nye's aunt, Mrs. Ellie M
tage at West Stonington.
Although he has become an
Nickerson of Brewer has been visiting 1
Georgia and Alice Billings called
artist,
Hardesty
Johnson,
at the station the past week.
American tenor who Is heard
' on us July 1.
on the American Radiator
Miss Vivian Nye. A N„ Miss Doris
News Is not especially plentiful
Fireside Recitals Sunday eve
Cowan.
R.N., and Dr. Sherwood Arm- !
here at this station, the regular rounings, turns to carpentering
I tine being about the extent of hap- strong of Boston were recent visitors
for his hobby. Both his father
and grandfather were build
lienings. However, now that "the here. Other calls received have been 1
ing contractors.
good old summer time" is on deck, from Mr and Mrs. Howard Webber of ’
Augusta; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allen
a liUle more activity is expected.
and son Ira of Marshall Point Light i
* • • •
Station and friends. Mr. and Mrs 1
|fam Island
SALADS In the
keep
Greetings, comrades of our column. Larkin.
the waist Une
Mrs. Nye and Mrs. Ellie Nickerson
We are sending forth a bit of news
trim, says Jack
passed last Saturday with our daugh
Dam p■sy,
again.
showing Chef
This Island is having ideal weather ter. Mrs. Fred Plnkham in Bath
Oua A. Hallrtx
now
and we certainly hope It con
Mr. Sampson and Mr. Lyons,
how he mixes
mashlnlst, spent a night here at the i
his own in
tinues.
Dempsey's corMrs. Wilson and her family arrived station recently.
n e r opposite
Monday at her cottage at Fisherman’s
Farewell for the present, with true j
Madison
Island. Rev. Mr. Wilson and boys wishes for good health and good ]
Square Garwill not be here until fall as they are cheer to al! Lighthouse Keepers and <
taking a trip abroad.
Coast Guard brothers.
The gardens are looking fine, the
Superintendent Brush and Assist- '
WEST ROCKPORT
01 Sar0- Maine teachers, motored here recent rains and present warm sun ant Sampson were here recently and
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Blake and Friday and were guests of Mrs. Robert shine bringing them to the front In installed s new oil heater In the
family of Beverly, Mass., spent the Heald. returning Saturday.
They fine style.
kitchen range. A new Aladdin lamp j
Mrs. Robinson and son, Millard and
holiday and weekend as guests of Mr were all classmates at Gorham Norhas been placed in the rear tower and
Guy Robinson were In town recently
Blake's sister, Mrs. Ernest Tolman. mal School.
another Is being prepared for the
»v D» AUfS G. IMtLAM)
They were also callers on other rela
/rout position.
Nr* /riiej Smj# Or^refmrwr •/
luMOfH
tives and friends in this vicinity.
A K O
Mrs Robert Heald and children
1
WHITE HEAD
At Bat
passed Wednesday with her cousin.
When parents want something Mrs. Leila Lermond at South Warren. I
Mr and Mrs. L. O. Goff and son,
really serious and important to
Miss Clara F.ske of Damariscotta
cans
ponder, think of a boy's baseball
Richard qf Wesbrook, are guests for
,
was
recent
guest
of
her
niece,
Mrs
A.
;
game.
There’s no subject more
a week of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 'Beal
A Clark
profound.
at the Light.
FANCY SMALL
The truth of that
Simon Hamalainen has a new truck
Miss Eleanor Beal visited with Mrs
you will have to dis which he is planning to use in hauling
Milledge Randall several days last
cover for yourself ' blueberries to the New York marxet.
by analysis. I cant
week at Spruce Head.
do it in the space at , The past week baskets have been
Wilson Carter and Alton Brown of
my disposal.
Nor arriving at the Blueberry Orowers'
CANS
the
Coast Guard 8tatlon have re
can you prove it, if headquarters and other activities
When serving callee Iced . .. brew double
turned
from
the
rifle
range
at
Wake

you're an adult, by pertaining to the opening of the berry
strength . . . ta make allowance for the
gasoline
playing the game. Adults play for season are reminders that shipment
field, Mass.
SILVER-SLICE
molting ice
TAX MONEY, .
20? OF ALL CABS ARE IDLE
fun. They re-create. Boys work
IS DIVERTED1*;
hlEEN DCC.31 —> APRIL 1“
Miss Edith Flood of Clark Island Is
;TI
will
soon
begin.
Neelo
Lofman
has
1
FROM ROADS
at it. To them baseball is serious.
CAN
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Flood
There’s all the difference in tbe ' bought a truck and leased land in
BAG
lb
I preparation for a busy season.
world.
Lobster fishermen are finding their
PARAGON—MAINE PACK
Look into the face and the eye*
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Packard of
products very scarce here at the
of a boy standing at home plat* j Needham, Mass., were callers several
present time. There is also a great
BAG
CANS
when the bases are filled and a hit
lb
times at Heald's Spa last week while
scarcity of herring.
means winning the game. Try to
SPLENDID—FANCY
Mrs. Ina Grant and daughter.
imagine what's going on inside. ‘ spending a week in this vicinity. They
BAG
What a situation! Pitcher against ' made Ye Green Arbor In Union their
Patricia, are passing the season at
lb
batter. Skill against skill. Wit* ' headquarters while here.
CANS
thelT cottage here.
against wits.
Oliver Counce who has been on a
Miss Mary Rogers of Jonesport,
No fooling there. But.a real case | yacm for more than a year, has re
who was guest of Miss Eleanor Beal
— RADIO SPECIALS —
ef ’’delivering the goods.” He’s got j tunled homf
h has been
FEDERAL
of
the
Light,
has
returned
to
her
to "come through.
It’* no time to |
to LB
GASOLINE
say "Gee, fellers, I gotta go home, s0,d'
BAKER'S CHOCOLATE PREMIUM
COOKING
home, motoring back with Keeper and
CAKE
TAX
my mother wants me." No quitting I Livingston Gray and Mrs. Edith
Mrs. Beal who spent last weekend
WAS
% LB
under fire. No alibis No falter Tolman were united in marriage June
BAKER'S COCOA .
there.
CANS
SUWWJIItflJW
ing. Just nerve, concentration, giv 29 by Rev. MacDonald of Rockland.
-462 BILLION
The ^Jordan family of Gardiner
ing every bit of one’s self. Such , Miss Iva Lutz of Old Orchard, an
PENNIES PAID IN
are tbe times when character ty I
were
overnight guests recently of Mrs.
instructor at the Bridgewater, (Mass.)
LARGE
GASOLINE TAXES WlLnEN0W3m
born and tried. If he trie*, that ia
Frank
Alley at the Light.
CAN
SINCE 1919----- •
ail the boys ask. He may not hit . Teachers' College. Miss Luella Ridley
Mrs. H. W. Andrews visited with
tbe ball, but if he did hix best, he of Springvale and Miss Ida McKeen
»
1
her daughters, Mrs. Leland Beal and
BLUE
FULL
passed the test.
He’s got the
LABEL
PINT
"stuff.” He’s good material for
Mrs. John Kelley, last weekend.
shaping into a man.
There were three Coast Guard of
SPLENDID
OZ
Are bare feet dangerous? Dr.
ficers here at the station last week
BOT
BRAND
Ireland will diecuee tome faete and
on official business from the Coast
fallaciet about them tn Ait n«rt
Guard headquarters at Boston.
article.
Friends regret to hear that Capt.
M. M. Mills, after several years here
EAST UNION
as offlcer-ln-charge of the Coast
l
Maiers
Ouard Station. Is leaving very soon to
MLss Nina Titus is at home on a ii
DOG FOOD
be
offlcer-ln-charge
of
a
station
In
i tewl’ yourfavorite
dainty
,
vacation.
cheese taste better
dessert wafers!.
Rockport. Mass., where Mrs. Mills al
Mrs. Labra Daniels has moved to
so will be located. It Is rumored that
Union Common where she will make
Capt. L. R. Dunn, formerly officerher permanent home. Mrs Daniels
in- charge of the local station and
will be greatly missed by her neigh
CLEANS, POLISHES
now at the Isles of Shoals, will re
bors and friends at this place.
WINDOWS, WINDSHIELDS, MIRRORS AND
sume
command
here.
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Brown and
BOT
FLAT GLASS SURFACES WITHOUT WATER

OUR

SOUTH CHINA

OWN

SNAPSHOTS

i

WAKE UR YOUR
LIVER BILE-

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

QOOR CHILD

/AND Hit SCHOOL

Think of it!

CRABMEAT

41C

2

SHRIMP
25c

2

14c

GRAPEFRUIT

RED

21c

PEAS

.

2

25c

WHITE

19c

CORN

.

2

27c

BLUE

17c

19c

19<

Airflow Truck Refuels Air-Flown Liner

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF

19c

TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL

14c

I

CATSUP

KRISPY
crackers

Kine
TOASU _

STRONGHEART

3^ 25c

4^18^-

Mrs. Foster Laughed At
Gossipers

When the clipper plane of the Pan Ameri
can Airways System completed, at Honolulu,
the first leg of its epoch-making round trip be
tween California and Hawaii, the stream-liner
of the air was met by a uniquely streamlined
gasoline truck of the Standard Oil Company.

The truck wa* ooa of a number of specially

designed Airflow tank trucks built by Dodge
Brothers in cooperation with Standard Oil
Companies of New Jersey and California.
One of the first of the new-type Dodge
trucks, equipped with 1500 gallon tanks, was
shipped to Hawaii where its initial task became
the refueling of the giant four-motored air-ship.

Mrs. A. Fcater of Baltimore writes:
"I reduced from ISO to 13S Ibe with
Knnchen Sxlte—I feel like a chicken
My next door neighbor hu lost 5 Ibe. In
one week and says she eats plenty."
Mrs. Foster didn’t listen to gossipers
who are too lazy to reduce themselves
and don’t want to see anyone else
slender You're perfectly safe In spite
of gossipers when reducing with Kruschen—Its been approved for years by
doctors as a sublime health treatment
What Joy to see fat vanish—to change
that dragging walk to a girlish step
and best of all to feel so gloriously
healthy. Just take a half teaspoonful
In a glkks of hot water every morningtastes One with Juice of half lemon
added Jar last* 4 weeks and costs but
few cents.

5 BARS 19c
MED
4 BARS 21c

P46 NAPHTHA Soap

Ivory Soap

Camay Toilet Soap

I'll THE “HIRED HELP”

BORAX
MART HOUSEHOLD USES

In millions of homes

CLOROX

1 5c

Pu«

—

NATION-WIDE

4 BARS 19c
3 sak27c

Ivory Soap

to MULE TEAl.

FKG

•

19c

WINDEX

children passed the Fourth at Alber
Mink's cottage at South Hope.
Miss C. A. Fiske who has been guest
of her niece, Mrs. John Kearly,visiting relatives in West Rockport
before returning to Damariscotta.
Neighbors of John Mink are pleased
to see him out again after his long
illness.
The opening of the new grocery
store. June 29, proved a successful af
fair. and a delightful one The cof
fee and ice cream served to custo
mers were in charge of Mrs. Roland
Payson and MLss Dorothy Morton,
and Mrs. Lizzie Hughes superinten
ded the department of close-out
Items. There were also many who
attended In the evening, when various
awards were made. The new firm
has the best wishes of the community.'

10c

Pints

fUerts

J FOR EACH
27c 25c

• Salty • Dependable

PYFACX-- •

stains • DESTr? ;-

SERVICE

c: ’

. r’’.LS GERMS

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
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CAMDEN GARDEN CLUB

THOMASTON

REVIVAL AT TROTTING PARK

Ferdinand Dav of Vinalhaven was
a recent visitor ln town.
Ml;/. Ma belle Pendleton of Camden
who has been the house guest of Mrs.
Lilia Clark for a few days, returned
home last Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Smith of
Attleboro. Mass . passed the holiday
with Mr. and Mrs William T. Smith.
Mrs B 8. Burlingame of Attle
boro, Mass . is visiting her sister. Mrs.
Oeorge Ludwig.
Ouests at the home of Mrs. Austin
Elwell Thursday were Mr and Mrs.
Thomas McLean and family of
Wlllardham; Dr. Andrew O McLean
of Fife. Scotland; Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence J Hamlin and Alfred W
Young. Rockland; and Miss Margaret
Crandon.
The Friday Club. Mrs Susie New
bert. Mrs. Mae Williams. Mrs. Cora
Currier, and Miss Marv Hanlev en
joyed a card party Friday at Mrs.
May Williams'.
Dr. Winchester Hardy of Newton
Center was guest Thursday of Mrs
Clifford Clark
Miss Jennie Moody returned Sun
day to Boston after a few days visit I
with friends here.
The annual Thoma-ton American'

RECITAL OF THE DANCE

Mrs. P. G. Willey Elected

President — A Successful
Year

Miss Doris Heald’s Pupils Stage a Remarkable
Exhibition At Camden Opera House

In Everybody’s Column

: LOST AND FOUND ;

AdvrrttMmenta to this oolumo not to
neeed three lines Inserted once tor 19
cents, three times for 90 cents Addl, tional lines tlve rente each for one time.
TWO year old female police dog lost.
1 10 cents for three times. 81s words Answers
to
Nells
Reward
NICK
make a Hoe.
HAKALA. Tenant's Harbor. Bot 86

WILL thr lady who exchanged a dark
Whitehall Inn opened its doors to
blue coat at Oakland Park Wednesday
night
please CALL 488-M
81-83
the Oarden Club of Camden for its
annual
meeting
June
27.
A
large
i
——♦—— —
— ♦♦♦R
“It's an old Southern Custom’’
Last evening brought a delightful
membership was present of towns
WE WILL buy second-hand upright
with
Vina
Delmonico
clamoured
for
people and summer colony, this club staging ol Miss Doris Heald's third
.. ... plsnps BURPEE FURNITURE CO. Ml
“Whose Honey Are You? Main St. Tel 450
79-U
having over 200 names on its roll. annual Recital of the Dance with encore.
GIRL wanted for housework. OVER
with the talented Elisha Richards
Mrs E A. Robbins, president. In the Camden Belfast and Rockland pupils
NESS SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave 81-83
COOKING and heating stove complete.
and Phyllis Leach dressed ln black
chair The end of the year finds the puwlpalln,. Openlnj lo . locked',„a
ba.‘“t
tne
W,' S? STMTUoTSSSS
a
t
ns-wtarevno
..
ae
.
«w
»ri
end
In very good condition.
club ln good financial condition. The
Write A. L. BOWERS. Klckapoo, Rock- *onub’e Tel. 433-R or apply at 64 MEOpera House In Camden, the School program v.’ith professional charm
land.______
■O'-84 ! CHAN1C ST
80*83
’ civic committee stated that 65
j of the Dance went through their
WANTED To pi
On and on these small and perfect
HOUSE anil land for sale or to let at
baskets of food were sent out last
price. Sailboat 16 to .18 feet, preferrably Spruce Head suitable for summer cottage
grand march with Miss Heald on the dancers camel Each one tingling with centerboard Apply
'
------- j. or year round home Shore property.
at this OFE1CI
| Christmas.
m-tf Sample
orchard, fields and good
np Are wood,
___ _______
with delight and ready for more. or telephone Camden 8415. __________
Mrs P O Willey, chairman of the stage.
ihd.c tin«
SMALL cottage on shore wanted for well Inquire R B SPEAR. Spruce Head.
Following came a series in Part I. •ra-.iTheir
animated
rh)thm,
their
tiny
|
j
wo
months,
near
Rockland
Write
p
o
Maine.
75*83
conservation committee, reported an
of tap dancing, specialties, and feet twinkling in sparkling ballet BOX 112 Rockland, stating puce 82-84
COAL. WOOD delivered anywhere In
efficient program in the schools
Knox Co. Houest weight; good coal;
sophisticated little ladles of the world slippers all gave the audience a
position wanted, aa practical nurm prompt
service J p PAULSEN. Thom
:ompan
The report of the flower show chair82*84
81*833 aston Tel 843
in the most lavish ot costumes ever thrill as they appreciatively brought gVA AMES Tel 1393
i man. Mrs Oriffin Gribbel, was read
NICE COI,LIE pups for sale, four weeks
STEADY WORK—Oood Pay Reliable
presented
in
recitals
on
the
Camden
the
house
down
ln
applause!
Excellent
1 by the president. Three new memman wanted to rail on farmers in Knoa old. Males 85. females 83
dogs. ALBERT SHERMAN. Applestage.
Little Beverly Glendenning, and County No expeilence or capital need COW
_________ _________________ bers were voted Into the club.
80*82
ed Write today. McNESS CO. Dept M, ton. Me Tel. 7-41.
Combinations of riotous colors! Oail Green Clark ln their specialty Freeport. Ill
82*lt
WHY NOT buy your lumber direct
The chairman of the nominating
from
the
manufacturer
and
save?
Also
1 WANT to talk to an ambitious man
Rev and Mrs Gideon O DcMerchant of Amarillo. Texas are conducting committee. Mrs. C. P. Brown then Deep royal purple shorts and large numbers were outstanding!
who wants to quality for a position to wood from 81 up, L. A PACKARD.
full
amber
cheesecloth
sleeves.
Shin

81-tf
The “Apache" featuring Emily service, repair and install electric re R F D . Thomaston.
a series of evangelistic meetings in the te^j at the Trotting Park, which will read thf
containing this list of
and air conditioning synHORSE for sale. 1300 Ibs , good worker
ing toe lap shoes, spinning white Ann Roberts and Harold Dutch was frigerators
continue every evening at 3 p. m.
1 officers, unanimously elected:
tenp No experience necessary but ap Will sell for 8100 or exchange for article
skinner satin and luscious red satin true to type and most professionally plicant must be mechanically Inclined worth that amount FRANK MORRIS,
Rev. DcMerchant Is a well known evangelist, having been conducting re | President—Mrs. P. O. Willey.
and willing to devote some spare time Tenant s Harbor
82*84
vival meetings for the past 14 years. He has traveled around the world and
given.
In training
For personal Interview
Honorary Vice President—Mrs. L combinations.
2'j STORY house tor sale, all In good
write REFRIOERAT1ON ENOINEERINti
Walt! This is merely incidental to
in 1930 he visited 29 countries and four continents, visiting the Holy Land. W Hart
Part m. was a flower garden and INSTITUTE, care The Courier-Gazette
repair at 4 Free St . Camden. 10 rooma
.
82*84 and bath, shed and stable. 3-5 acre of
He has also appeared in many of the large clCcs of this country.
Pirat vice President—Mrs Walter'the clever arranging of steps, the in- a change of scenery with white pickland, extra house lot on Free street.
CoX
J trieacles of taps which solo dancers | eted fence whereon red ramblers
SIESTA, private Home for rest sc- LERO YS_ ALLEY________________ 79*64
Hfs engagement in Camden came at th» request of Rev. and Mrs Robert
commodatlng four or six persons. For
SIX work horses fpr sale, six mowing
Second Vice President—Mrs. Rex-1 and group® followed through to the grew was most effective. Violets and j convalescents, _practical ____
nurse _in atLegion Fair will be held Aug 22 on Carle. There will be a special divine healing service Friday night.
New and
Sun piazza* for morning or machines, four horse rakes
used
C. M BVROHSS. Union. Me
scintillating
rhythm
of
Cliff
Jack,
Daisy,
Nosegays
and
Buttercups
—
all
afternoon Oenerally known a> the moat
the Mall, the usual place A deparford Daniels.
Tai. 4-4.________________________ , 80*82
pleasant
location
on
Island
Modern
son's Orchestra, with Miss June Cote j the flowers came forth through the
ture from the ordinary orogram is i
Secretary and Treasurer — Miss
conveniences. State license assures your
FARM for sale with poultry, with gar
at the piano.
gate ln heavenly color costuming. welfare, rates reasonable Overlooks har den tools, on State road. Warren to
planned for this year, in that the j
Bessie Bowers.
bor and bay. MRS EDNA R JOHNSON. Union L. S. WEAVER Warren. Route 1.
II would be difficult to enlarge dancing with a poise and assurance Vinalhaven. Me
82*lt _____ _____________________________ 81*83
midway will be opened Wednesdav
....................... ...................
•
On taking the chair. Mrs. Willey
TWO
REPRESENTATIVES
wanted
for
FARM HORSES lor sale H. A HAR7\
upon
any
one
of
the
pupils,
so
adept
almost
unbelievable
In
such
tiny
fairy
stated it a as with deep regret that
Rockland and vicinity What about to South Hope. Me Tel. Union 11-33
78*83
again be the general chairman of
the members of the Oarden Club were each one and so cleverly tai- J folk of the little world of the dance, morrow? TTte inevitable time when your
earning power Is lessened
Existing
1927 CHEVROLET sedan Inspected, for
fair committee, with Edward Dornan
were obliged to accept the resigna ented ln each special arrangement of, Never before has sueh glorious color | conditions have been responsible for
1 and harmony combined with dellght- many formerly successful men being un- sale. MAE LITTLE, Warren. Tel 15-21
Arthur McDonald and Edwin Lynch
tion of Mrs E. A. Robbins as presi dance steps.
82*lt
I employed at present It Is but sound
as assistants.
Howev-r
many
an
encore
could
ful talent been afforded as In this common sense to seek a permanent con
ADDINO MACHINES and r.prwrlters
dent. and considered the club most
I nectlon with
for sale, to let and repaired Supplies all
Russell Davis has returned from j
i fortunate to have had as president have returned such talented pupils as | year's recital! It will be given again ' There la "o'dep^ss^Tn/autoniSwiV'ac______________
makes MAINE SPECIALTY CO Write
78*80-83
Knox Hospital where he underwent
The flower show of the Thomaston • rmall-pancd windows, steep stairway ' one who has been so faithful and Joan Rlstanlo. and sister Gloria; tonight. Tuesday, in Rockland at 8.15 ^ed^rotectiM? ^nace^l^mcretsfn ’ Rocltllkn‘1 or phonc 144
AUTO AND TRUCK BARGAINS
The charm of Miss Heald's per-1
day
Many ala representatives
a surgical operation.
Garden Club Friday and Saturday, quaint narrow mantelpieces, which efficient, and asked for a rising vote "Ship Ahoy" with Edwin Bowden
Used cars—1834 Ford de luxe Tudor,
(two to choose from); 1933 Chevrolet
Mrs Ella Thorndike will soon leave | was unusually successful, with an gave opportunity for some charming of thanks to Mrs. Robbins for her and David Farrand; "A Spanish sonality leaves a vital mark on her tbroughCa1\7newainco^laato<n<prlvUtge coach,
very good rubber, very clean; 1931
and
pupils
and
in
graceful
and
highly
’
h
£
h
o',
U,
£i!
Couple"
with
Cynthia
Rich
Dxlge D H sedan, a real buy. not too
arrangements of old-fashioned bou- untiring efforts the past five years.
for Portland where she will visit be
estimated attendance of 250. It has
much
money; 1930 Ford Tudor sedan,
quets and candlesticks. The time, to which all members responded Robert Bishop; Harold Dutch and ' measured talent the School of the
fossett. Narragsn- cheaper than walking
fore returning to Boston.
aett Hotel. Rockland
82-lt
been the custom of the club to time failing between the early perennials
Trucks
—1934 Chevrolet. 157 In. wheel
Mr and Mrs William W Metcalf
Dance ls to be commended on its re- __ base; 1930
Mrs Willey is a member of the con little Betty O'Brien.
Studebaker. 131 wheel base;
Ford pickup; 1933 Ford pickup FIRE
and son William J. of Rockville its chief shew at the height,of the I and the annuals was not favorable to servation committee of the Maine
Part II. was a cabaret scene open- markable achievement and cultural 1
PROOF GARAOE. Rockland. Winter St .
Federation
of
Oarden
Clubs
and
has
mg
with
three
charming
dancing
establishment
which
is
growing
each
'
Barb
j
lr
*'
Waldron
is
attending
Centre. Long Island. N Y motoring peony season, as a number of the a great range of flowers other than
rear Strand Theatre Tel.
81-83
i the household duties.
through toLubecin connectionwith j members grow
a profusion of these peonies
but roses, pansies villas, been very active ln the Camden or- j couples modernizing ln fox trot j year!
SLIDING steel couch, mattree. reed
rocker, vlctrola. oak library table, com
the Quoddv Dam project, tarried
superb flowers in some of the choic- campanulas, some magnificent stalks ganlzatlon.
routine.
—By Sally Lowe. ' David Orant of Rockport is as mode white Iron bed for sale Write
sisting
Herbert
Waldron
its
the
sell

COTTAOE FURNISHINGS care The
overnight in this place which is the est varieties This year, though the of delphinium and a few other kinds
After a few remarks, the newly- ,
Courier-Gazette
82*84
ing of bakery products.
home town of Mr. Metcalf's father, season was late, the cool weather were shown, and some very beautiful elected president introduced Mrs
GROCERY WAGON, also two-horsa
from a motor trip to Montreal.
CAMDEN
Sidney H Metcalf. Thev expressed earlier and the absence of storms for mixed arrangements, large and small Thorn Jackson of New York and
Jigger,
chea
cheap
for
quick
sale
Eagles, national blue ones wc4
FRED A.
Quebec.
HANSON. Mountain St., Tamden
Tel.
pleasure in finding a beautiful com- a week before the show proved highly 1 The Girl Scouts used a large rocm
77*82
Be *ade Lakes, who gave an inter
Regular meeting of Camden Lodge. seen here last Tuesday by Robert 8124.
Dr
and
Mrs
Charles
Norton
of
munity and were appreciative of the favorable, and It is the general on the uoper floor to stage to great
Stanley who heard them screaming
WALL8TON ROAD. Tenant's Harbor,
excellent accommodations afforded at opinion that never before has the I advantage an interesting display of I esting talk on the "Restoration of an Waltham. Mass. are passing a few Knights of Pythias was held last as they passed over his house. Several small farm. 18 acres. House and barn,
wood lot. all at a bargain. Small down
Old
Farm
House.'
A
social
hour
folevening
weeks
ln
town.
the hotel. Their uncle Maurice Met- club shown so many varieties, both I classified wild flowers, evergreen
__ __
____
__
_____
payment, balance on long term, easy
others also
saw them.
Mr. _Studley
, ,
4
< payment mortgaijr WALTER H SPEA^.
calf, accompanied them.
early and late, in such psrfectlon of boughs with the cones dish gardens
th" c
The Holiday House of the Oirls*
Masonic assembly in Rockland could not account for the birds Rockland.
Tel 981-M
75-tf
____________________________
75-tf
There will be a school clinic today quality.
prepared.by themselves, etc., with a R»h>h
h
- , Friendly Society has opened for the Thursday night. Omit sandwiches.' screaming except for the fact that
CEDAR POSTS Tor aaie. any size, de
livered anywhere in Camden or Rock
Tuesday, at the office of the selectAmong the especially beautiful background of flower pictures made and cakes, and the punc
season
Ice cream will be served —adv.
, Die beauty of this vicinity, its fine port. Cedar tree* for your lawn Tel.
men at 2 o'clock Dr. Cushing, school
sorts noiod were: White.Lc Cygne | by students in the town schools The presided over by Miss Enjma
Haskell Sherman is employed in
CHaRLRS H
____________
set of overnight cabins, water view 11-33 North Appleton
PLUMMER, the Auctioneer, North Ap
physician, and Dr. Walter Conley will j Kelwav's Glorious several large bou- Scouts wereof great assistance to the J while at another tqble Mrs.~m :. the Elm street First National store
■Warrenton
Park
and
the
Samoset
in
pleton.
Me
79-tf
GLENCOVE
be in attendance. All children enter-quets of Avalanche Festiva Maxima
club and on both afternoon served Orlbbel and Mrs. E. J. Cornells
the distance, caused them to scream
FIT! ED hard wood for sale. 89, sort
Mrs Robert Dexter entertained the
poured tea Mtss Bowers, secretary,
wood. 87; hard wood llmba 88. long 87;
ing sub-primary and first year are j Frances Willard; pink. Martha Bul- tea and fancy crackers under the
Thomas Farley and niece. Margaret 1 for Joy!
Lend-A-Hand Club Friday evening
also lumber. T J. CARROLL Tel
announced that the Camden Garden
supervision
of
Mrs.
James
Creighton
79-tf
required to attend.
| *och. Therese. Sarah Bernhardt.
Horace L. Fairborther. 47 died sud and nephew. Edgar Barrows left1 Mrs Monlra Blodgett of Somer- 263-21 Rockland
Club
flower
show
is
July
16
in
the
The show conclud'd on Saturday
KEYS'
KEYS!
KEYS'
Keys
made
to
1 President Wilson, Albert Crousse,
denly Thursday morning at his home July 4 by auto with Emil Kohler o! ville Mass. arrived last Tuesday to order Keys made to fit all locks when
ir
Marie Croufie. Tourangelle. Walter evening with a charming si. all card Opera House.
original
keys
are
lost.
House.
Office
or
on
High
street
He
was
born
in
Newton
Center,
Mass
for
South
I
be
guest
of
her
mother
fcr
a
few
It is honed that parents of chiMren.
. z ...
Car. Code books provide keys for all
These committees were appointed:
.
..Lvain. (U. c.ros, Faxon. Mi ton Hill, the deeper rose party of six tables, at which Iced tea
Pittsfield son of Rossweld and Ada Weymouth Mass, where they will. weeks at the former residence of her locks without bother. Scissors and
who are now attending the Green
/
_ _
_
.
...
Executive Committee—Mrs Charles
Souvenir de Louis Bigot, and Suzette: ' was served and some of the most
Knives sharpened Prompt service. Re.,
Mrs ! father. Maurice A. Oregory.
tCookson i Fairbrother and is survived vislt Mr
Farley's sister.
street school will make a special effort
aonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
crimson. Felix Crousse. W. F Turner,, beautiful flowers were used as prizes Perry, chairman; Mrs. A. E. Green by his wife and two sons. Harold Margaret McDonald. Mias oanows.
Barrows
'
79-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Grey Tolman of Port Main St Rockland. Tel 791
to be present at the special town
and M. Martin Cahuzac: Japanese The card party and the merely nomi- law. Mrs A. V. Elmore. Mrs. J. A. Fairbrcther and Manter Fairbrother. j will make an extended visit but the ]and wfre
caners at Fred E
meeting to be held tonight. Tuesday, j
varieties. with a single low cf large nal admission charged to the show I Brown. Mrs. Winfield Richards. Mrs. both of this town He was a member I others will return with Mr Kohler Oregory s on their way home ,rom
in Watts hall. This special meeting
petals and a centra’, cushion cf small netted the Gard n Club about *30 for pj g Apollonlo. Mrs. J. H. Hobbs, of the George S Cobb Camp, and the whose family are at Sea View cabins , a
jn Canada taklng home w;th
was called by the Selectmen at the ,
p;ta’.o:d; Mikado Gjrpsy_Alma and its civic work and left the impressicfi Mrs g j*. Mathews. Mrs. Nerita members attended the funeral, which where they have passed several sum-1 them
fOns AUen and
alJo
request of the school board and the 1
Tokyo
of an enterprise carried to a h.ghly wight. Mrs W L Dickens. Mrs Ed- was Held Sundav from Good's funeral mer seasons.
j
Ann shibles, who
Parent-Teacher Association, ln order
The effect of the show was greatly successful conclusion bv the presi- ward J. Cornells. Mrs Dean Osborne. home ln a body. Interment was In
pleasant room and board; best
Newell Kenney. Charles A Studley ! have been visiting their grandparents of LARGE
to determine what should be done to
home cooking for business people
heightened by its setting in the res;- dent. Mrs Overlook. Mrs R O Elko*., Mrs. Schuyler Day. Mrs. Theodore Mountain cemetery.
Qarase
TEL
43-Y.
overcome the present crowded condi
Lew Maddocks are working on the Mr and Mrs. Fred E. Gregory for a
dence cf the late Miss Harriet Lcven- , and their committee and the co-op- Ross. Mrs E O Young. Mrs Percy
TENE3IENT to let. nve rooms In good
The young sen of Fred Gregory construction work of the CCC Camps week
tion of the school, and to correct de
condition, rent reasonable. FLOYD L
saler on Knox street, a typical dwell- eration of a number of others both in Keller. Mrs. John T. Hughes Mrs. had his hands badly lacerated while
in Camden.
fects in the present layout, of the
Penobscot View Grange holds its SHAW 41 North Main 6t________ 74-tf
ing of 80 years ago with lew ceilings.' and outside the club.
E
C.
Bromley.
Miss
Emma
Alden
celebrating the fourth. He is a
HOUSE and-garage to let at
school building.
Mb's Emily Hall has lately had a regular 6 30 supper and meeting 6 SINGLE
Rockland St Inquire of D SHAFTER.
Chairman Flower Show Committee patient at Community Hospital.
The Nursing Association will hold
82-tf
flag staff erected on her front lawn Thursday night with Past Master 15 Rockland St
—Mrs. W Griffin Gribbel.
About 40 Lions of the Camden- and “the flag of all flags" was flying Frank A. Richardson in charge of the
PARK THEATRE
a cooked food sale Friday afternoon
TWO three-room furnished apart
ment* to let. with improvements. 86 and
-------| civic Committee^. Riker Proctor. Rockport Lions Club met recently at there July 4
on the Baptist Church lawn.
supper.
84 per week V F STUDLEY, 283 Main
St Tel 1154 or 330
‘
80-tf
Rajah
Famed Mentalist, chairman. J. H. Hobbs. Rexford Wadsworth Inn and en)ove<J a tur The Clifford Smith family arc at
Harold Dana and family passed
FURNISHED apartment to let. three
The Attraction Last Four Daniels. Rev Winfield Witham. Rev. key supper. The Dandy Lions also their summer home on Warrenton
Sunday in Auburn, their former
or four rooms, second floor Bath, lights,
oil heat, pantry garage tf desired Fine
p,
r
i
; William E. Berger, Rev W. F. Brown, attended. This was the last meeting street for a time.
In addition to personal note* regard
home.
condition Splendid for couple C A
ing departure^ and arrivaU. this depart
Days Of Week
Weston P. Holman. M^ J. A. of the year. King Lion Oeorge W
A $2 Value For $1
EMERY Tel. 4.16-M
82-tf
Miss Alice Lawry was a visitor Sun ment especially desires Information of
Miss Wondalee Woodlev of (East
happenings, parties, musicals etc.
Dyer received a past president's pin
FIVE ROOM bungalow to let. Price
day at the home of Mrs. Carrie social
Rajah Sigmund is known in the Brown. Mrs. C P Brown
Union is guest of her aunt, Mrs
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
very reasonable TEL 1293
81*83
for his faithful service to the club
Publicity—Miss Edith Clough.
gladly received.
Smalley on Green street.
Merton Tavlor for the summer.
STORE to let. 273 Main St. rent rea
and
his
co-worker
Mrs.
Dyer,
was
TELEPHONE ............... ............. 770 or 794 theatrical profession as the "Ace"
Finance
Committee
—
Mrs.
p
C.
sonable ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89 Park
Woodrow Verge is making a visit
The usual neighborhood firework.?
St Tel. 242-JK
78-tf
mentalist of all time and it is with Wood. Mrs. J. H. Hodgman. Arthur presented a pocketbook
“Chick"
at his home here.
display
was
enjoyed
at
Frank
Fuller's
MUNRO'S RESTAURANT to let or for
Auxiliary to Huntley-Hill Post.
Maynard
the
new
Y.
M
C
A.
secre

Huse.
Miss Mary Boardman of Boston
sale at 8 Park St DANIEL MUNRO. 105
cn Commercial street, after which the
V.F.W. is to have a public beano
Llmerock St Tel 1106
81*83
Nominating Committee for 1936— tary. was the speaker of the evening group went to Arthur Andrews' resi
was holiday and weekend guest of
ROOMS to let. with board Mary
He
was
accompanied
by
Mrs
party tonight at 7.30 at the hall. At
Mrs A E. Greenlaw, chairman; Mrs.
Mrs. Ralph Crawford.
* Brennan i Kellv. formerly of Port Clyde.
dence on Warrenton street, the custo
the meeting of the Auxiliary Friday
AMERICAN HOUSE. 308 Main St
81*83
E A Robbins. Mrs. Winfield Witham. Maynard.
Herbert Sprague has returned to
mary
procedure
on
the
evening
of
the
Mrs W. C. Howe who has been a
TWO ROOM kitchenette to let. un
evening color bearers were appointed
the home of his aunt, Mrs. J. M.
furnished. Barter Block Tel 611-W or
surgical patient at Community Hospi Fourth.
and Installed.
1017-J HERBERT B BARTER
78-tf
Carney, after a visit with his grand
TENANTS HARBOR
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Dow, Mrs.
tal. has returned to her home on
, FURNISHED two-room apartment to
parents. Mi. and Mrs William Pratt.
Bet. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St. Tel 330
Henrv Allan and daughters. Charlene
Free street.
Fales Circle. Ladies of the G A R .
Mr and Mrs. W T. Hocking had as
79-tf
Long Cove.
pomiq*? Theatre attractions for and Elaine or Tenants Harbor and,
FOUR ROOM tenement at 48 ORACE
holiday guests their daughter Beulah
Miss Margaret Sprague of Rock meets Wednesday at 7 30 at the home
Mrs. Alvin Richards of Rockland
St All modern Tel 133 _________ 79-tf
the
coming
week:
Tuesday,
"Un

and Miss Florence Gates of Worces
land spent the holiday with her sis of Mrs. Susie Newbert. Thomaston.
TENEMENT at 52 Summer St. Modknown Woman." and Get Rich Night; were holiday visitors at the home of
ern Improvements. MRS. A C. McLOON.
ter. Mass.
ter, Mrs. J. M. Carney at the West
Wednesday, Joan Blondell in “Trav Mrs Mary Gregory.
XI Prove St Tel 253-M
79-tf
, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Bigelow and
Mrs H. I. Hix and daughter. Mrs.
End.
MODERN apartment to let In bdek
eling Saleslady;" Thursday and Fri
Burnham Small of Camden was.
daughters Harriet and Ethel of Wor
house at 157 T/.LBOT AVE. Apply on
The Pythian order will picnic Fri Emily Farber, and Misses Catherine
day, Will Rogers in "Judge Priest;" guest Thursday of his mother and ,
premises.
37.17
and
Elizabeth
Fisher,
of
Peoria.
*111..
cester.
Mass.,
arc
registered
at
Wanday at South Pond, hose not so
Saturday, double feature: "Vagabond s-stcr, Mrs. Georgia Small and Mrs.
E-Set Inn.
licited arc requested to take sweets. arrived last night after making a
Lady" and Tim McCoy in "The West Helen Hall
Mrs. W T. Hocking and guests erner."
On the committee are Mrs. Addic i motor trip through Canada, and will
Mrs Herbert Waldron left July 41
PRINTED STATIONERY
visited Friday at North Haven.
Jones. Mrs Ora Woodcock. Mrs. 1 go to Crescent Beach for the re
Mr and Mrs. Richard Howarth and with her brother, Lester Sherer. in
L
T
Mr. and Mrs. W. Thurley Hocking guests. Mr. and Mrs Mark Rodgers his new boat, for a few days visit
July Only
Katherine Studley. Frank Llneken mainder of the sea on.
of Wakefield. Mass., are receiving con of Concord Mass, have returned with him at North Haven. Meantime
LADIES- Reliable hair good* at Rock
and Anson Pryor.
land Hair Store. 24 Elm 6t. Mall orders
gratulations on the birth of a son,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Dailey i Mar
I solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel 519-J?
The Garden Club will meet Thurs
100 SHEETS
, ____________ ______________________ 79-tf
June 29.
day at 3 o'clock in the Harriet Leven garet Harrington i of Brookline, are
I CLEANING and repairing, Suits made
100 ENVELOPES
guests of Mrs. Eugene Harrington.
i to order, coats rellned. suits made over
saler house on Knox street.
Serena Sigmund
to fit. NEW YORK TAILOR, corner
At
Breezemere
tomorrow
night
Jack
Pleasant street.
Main nnd Summer St*.
79-tf
Kennedy and his Royal Vagabonds
LAWN-MOWERS sharpened, called for
WARREN
the feature dance team —adv.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, Isle
and delivered. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Womans Auxiliary of St. Peter's great pleasure that the management, wm
CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel 791, Rock
of
the
Park
Theatre
announces
the
■
au
Haut,
Swan
’
s
Island
and
Frenchboro
land.
79-tf
Church
will
meet
Thursday
at
2.30
at
Mr. and Mrs John Robinson and

J

WANTED

FOR SALE

DELIGHTFUL TO THE EYE

Was tbe Thomaston Garden Club’s Show, Staged
During Peony Season

:

to let

;

RYTEX DECKLE
EDGE VELLUM

I MISCELLANEOUS !

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

Mrs. Martha Burgess are now occupy
ing their home here after ^pending
the winter and spring in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jordan of
Medfield. Mass have been guests of
Mrs Alice Cook
Mr. an|i Mrs. Henry Teague of
Machias were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin C. Teague.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St Clair Chase
of Newton Centre. Mass. were at
their summer home. Hillsview over
the weekend and holiday.
Free pillow and porter service.
Quaker Stages. Tickets at Drewett's
Garage, telephone 0-21. Warren. Me.
80-85
• • • •
Masonic assembly in Rockland
Thursday night. Omit audit ichp
Ice cream will be served —adv.

the home of Mrs. Mary Dinsmore. personal appearance of this great exploring the minds of thousands of
South Main street,
seer lor four days commencing Wed people.
Serena is a seventh daughter and
nesday. The Rajah appears twice
At Breezemere tomorrow night Jack
is gifted with unseen powers. She
daily, matinee and evening, in a most
Kennedy and his Royal Vagabonds
has. at the age of seven, helped hun
will be the feature dance team—adv. unusual demonstration of occult sci dreds of people who were discour
ence. It is known fact that Rajah aged and where life seemed to have
Sigmund tells the patrons of the the nothing in store for them.
atre what they wish to know with
On the screen Wednesday and
out anyone first expressing the Thursday Donald Wood and Mar
thought it. writing. Tlie Rajah's garet Lindsey in "The Florentine
mind is so keenly adjusted that the Dagger." No advance in prices.—
formality of writing the question is adv.
wear out shoe leather
not necessary as is the case with
seeking a home when a
most mentalists of today. Scientists
ten minute perusal of
the Classified Ads will
who have made a study of the Rajah's
locate a home for you.
mental ability of reading the minds
of his audience have come to a con
The
clusion that this ability has been at
Courier-Gazette
tained not only bj- natural sensitive
ness but years of experimenting and

(Subject to change without notice!
(Eastern Standard Time)

SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
“STEAMER NORTH HAVEN"
Effective June 20th To September 15th, Inclusive
Read Down
DAILY
DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY Only
SUNDAY Only
P.M.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M.
(.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
Ar. 12.00 7.00
7.15
4.30 2.15
9.05 Lv. NORTH HAVEN.
6.15
5.IO 3.30
Ar. 11.00 6.00
5.15
6 50 4.40 10.10 Lv. STONINGTON.
Ar. 10.00 5.00
8.00
11.10 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
4.15
Lv. 9.00
Read Up

VLNALHAVEN LINE
“STEAMER W. S. WHITE"
DAILY
EXCEPT
Sunday
SUNDAY
Only
A.M. P.M. A.M.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,

DAILY
EXCEPT 1Sunday
SUNDAY
Only
P.M.
A.M. P.M.
6.00
Ar. 9.45 5.45
LV. 8.30 4.30
4.45
76-tf

Summer Cottages
With Name and»Address on
Sheets and Envelopes, in Blue Ink
—or. Raised Monogram on Sheets
in Nile Green. Poilu Blue or Terra
Cotta Red, Envelopes plain.
Large Flat Sheets or Double Note
Sheets of fine quality White Vel
lum. Sheets and Envelopes deckled.
At this sensationally low price for
July Only! Buy a supply now for
future use.

Postage 10c Extra

THE *
COURIER-GAZETTE

FURNISHED cottage to rent, on Upper
Megunticook Lake. By week or month,
rour rooms, sun porch
Boat. wood,
ice and spring water R A LIBBY. Llnoolnvllle, Me. Tel. 24-12
82-tf
THE R. L. THORNDIKE cottage, fur
nished on Hobbs Pond. Hope. Electric
lights, etc. Inquire T. B I^POLLEY.
Camden.
82-84
TWO two-room camp* furnished at
Hosmer Pond By week, month or season; reasonable price. E A DEAN.
Rockland Tel 671-J
82-87
SHORE cottage at Crescent Beach to
Warren 28-21 or write R L.
WIOG1N. Rockland.
81*83
COTTAOE-to rent at Ginn’s Point,
Owls Head, for July and last two weeks
in August. Very pleasant and quiet.
Artesian well, electric light*. E. F
OINN. 97 Pitt St . Portland. Me.
80-82

.In the

| Every-Other-Day

®SOC* ETY

CLASSES IN SWIMMING

Camden Beach To Be Scene Of Summer Activity,
Sally Lowe In Charge

In addition to pereonal notec regard- '
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harry Boynton of
In* departure* and arrivals, thia depart
ment especially desires Information of I Lexington, Mass., arrived Saturday
Swimming Classes for the sesfton will enjoy the water sports as well as
aoclal happenings parties, musicals, etc. |
Notes aent by mall or telephone will be and are at their Crescent Beach cot have started with enlistments last full instruction. Water balls for the
gladly received.
tage. The first event of their arrival

TZLEPHONK______________ 17* or 7M

was to greet their brand new grand
Kalloch Class will assemble for bo< daughter. Barbara Ann Boynton,
lunch Thursday at the home of Mrs. born to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley C.
Boynton Saturday morning.
Mabel Kalloch Rollins.
Mrs. Kathleen Simmons and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Charles PUTsbury of
I Lillian Thompson, of the Bellevue
Montpelier, Vt., are at their Owl's
Hospital. New York, are visiting Mrs.
Head cottage for two weeks.
! Simmons' father, Oeorge Blethen.

Mr and Mrs. Samuel Sezak are
U. S. Young and daughter. Miss
at Hatchet Mountain Camp for
Ruth,
of Watertown. Mass., are visit
Boys where Mr. Sezak enters upon
ing Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rlchan.
his fourth season as councilor.
Emery Trafton of Southbridge,
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Porter of
Mass
, was in the city over the holi
Arlington are guests of Mrs Porter's
•
mother, Mrs. A. L. Vose, Warren day.
street.
Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Welsman have
Charles Pierce of San Francisco as a guest Miss Nathalie Envlenotte
who has been the guest of his aunt, of Boston.
Mrs. Frank Maxey, left Sunday for
Rev. Hei.ry Vinal and grandson,
Boston.
Donald Holmes, of Middlebury, Mass ,
Ellis Ramsdell and Charleen Rams- are guests of Rev. and Mrs Harry C.
dell. Mapis street, motored to Lubec ' Leach at Pleasant Beach on their
i way to Manset.
Friday for the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Cook, with
Charleen, Marilyn, Bernard and
Mary Ramsdell, were in Portland and
Old Orchard last week, guests of Mr
and Mrs. Winfield Ramsdell.
_____
•
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Friday under the supervision of Miss
8ally Lowe, Red Cross life saving in
structor. Having had a year's expe
rience teaching swimming at Northfield Seminary Miss Lowe is ready
for a full summer at the Camden
Bathing Beach with classes of all
ages. Incidentally MLss Lowe has also
been athletic counsellor at the Vir
ginia Camp in the Berkshires for one
summer, teaching younger children
from the New York schools.
According to the tides one hour
previous and one hour after, there
will be instruction ln swimming.
Non swimmers will wear red caps in
the water and a rope area will be
placed from the beach into shallow
water. Those who are perfecting ln
strokes will wear blue caps and those
who are of the life saving groups will
wear white caps.
Land and water drills will follow,
and surf boards are being ordered
for preliminary tryouts for kicks and
floating. Children of all ages are now
enrolling, and it is hoped by the
middle of the summer a well organ
ized class will be on its way for an
August exhibition on the beach.
An adult class is being formed and

younger members of the classes will
be on the beach.
Miss Lowe is very anxious to es
tablish a junior and senior life-sav- I
ing corps. The program consists of
under water swimming, strangle j
holds, carries, and artificial respira
tion. The necessity for good swim
mers on the coast is not a single one.
The object of this innovation on the
Camden waterfront ls to give con
fidence to those who have tried to
swim and find themselves still trying
with no definite knowledge of strokes
or speed. Also for those who have
a fear or inborn terror of the salt
water, this opportunity is open to es
tablish confidence and strength as
well as out of door exercise, and a
poise in th» water.
Manager Percy V. Kellar ls arrang
ing for a life saving boat to be placed
very soon on the bathing beach which
will be a definite help tb those in the
swimming classes. This is the first
season Camden has opened up to its
possibilities in the water, and it is
hoped by another season it will be
added to with fuller equipment. Un
til then all classes are continuing
until the end of August.

FULLER - COBB, INC.
WE TENDED TO OUR KNITTING—
AND NOW WE ARE OFFERING
Two Complete New Lines of Yarns
GOOD SHEPHERDARMSTRONG’S YARNS

Armstrong’s English Yarns
2 oz. skeins

.60

2 oz. skeins
2 oz. skeins

.75

.75
1 oz. skeins .40
2 oz. skeins 1.00
2 oz. skeins .85
SAXONY—For Infants’ Wear and Light Weight Sweaters ... . 2' oz. skein .75
SAXONY (Barred)—For Dresses and Sweaters.......................... 2 oz. skeins .75

Shakespeare Society have luncheon
SCOTCH—For Dresses, Socks, Mittens, etc...................................... 2 oz. skeins .55
at Crescent Beach Inn tomorrow at
2 oz. skeins .85
1.15, then adjourning to the cottage
of Mrs. O. A. Lawrences for a social
2 oz. skeins .55
Rev and Mrs B P Browne and .
OWL'S HEAD PUPILS
afternoon. All alumnae members
2 oz. skeins .55
children, Priscilla, Benjamin and
____
are Invited Mrs. Maude Blodgett ls
Marcia, of Holyoke. Mass, returned Njcc Showing Made In the
Mrs. Oeorge Snow who has been
>, ■2 oz skeins
.75
arranging transportation.
visiting in Miami since coming from
Friday after a few days visit with
Graduation Exerci8es of
Trinidad arrived Saturday to spend
Mrs. A. D. Morey recently enter friends. They will return the latter
Grades
several weeks with her mother, Mrs.1 tained at luncheon and bridge, her part ot thr month for their annual
summer
sejoum
at
Cooper's
Beach.
Jennie Bird, Talbot avenue.
guests being Mrs. E. E. Knight, Mrs
The graduation exercises of the
We hope you were one of the many
Boynton Shadie, Mrs. George Avery
eighth
grade of the Owl's Head
who enjoyed the Free Facial and
Miss Elizabeth Till has returned
Miss Goldie McAuliffe was in
and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson. Mrs.
skein .........
.59
Demonstration of Joncalrc Creams
from a visit with relatives and friends , schools were held at Owl's Head
Augusta yesterday for beauty culture
Hutchinson and Mrs, Shadie won
Town hall.
and Cosmetics at our store last week.
in Massachusetts.
all colors
examinations.
honors.
The hall was tastefully decorated
This demonstration was so successful
Mrs Elmer S. Bird had as holiday with flr boughs, ferns and daisies and
Mr and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson and
we have derided to continue It ail
Outing Club ls to have luncheon
2 oz. skein .45
guests at her camp at Mirror Lake a large platform ln the northern end
son Richard were weekend guests of
this week.
Wednesday at Rockledge Inn.
her sister, Mrs. Delia Sullivan, and of the building made a stand for the
. 1 oz. ball .35
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Hopkins at
Appointments made by phone or at
exercises.
Lake Megunticook.
William A. McLain and party of Mrs. C. F. Simmons.
our Toilet Coods Department. Tele
1 oz. skein .50
The program was given in a most
Boston are at the Spalding cottage.
phone 1142.
. 1 oz. ball .45
Allan F. McAlary and son Francis. pleasing manner and reflected credit
Alice, small daughter of Capt. and
Holiday Beach, for a few weeks.
Russell Bartlett. Jr., Robert and upon the pupils and their teachers.
Mrs Oeorge Blaney. ls visiting rela
. 1 oz. ball .48
tives ln Lowell. Mass.
Frank F Trafton and Clarence Hervey Allen motored to Boston Sun Francis Dyer acted as pianist. Not
the least attractive feature was the
Colbeth of Buzzards Bay. officers on day for the ball game.
Mail and Telephone Orders Filled
Telephone I 142
There will be a Masonic assembly
marching of the pupils, each school
the SS. Melang. were at the John
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Smith have being led by a diminutive child who
at Temple hall Thursday night, with
O. Snow home over the holiday.
opened Clifford Lodge for the sum lived up to the dignity of his or her
Dr. and Mrs. C. F. French. Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook and Mr.
Rev. and Mrs. Harry' C. Leach of mer months and Rockland welcomes duty. The program:
and Mrs. Leo Howard as hosts. All Hackensack. N. J„ are at their cot them back where they have hosts of March .............. —. ........ -...... Francis Dyer
Invocation ............
Rev John Qulgg
Masons ana ladies invited.
tage at Pleasant Beach for the sea friends.
Essay—Ships That Come In ....................
executor who would benefit material- J
"LISTEN TO ME"
William Haskell
son.
...
ly if the young people (ailed ln their
Mrs George Ladd has closed her Essay—Edna St. Vincent Millay
Carlos Salzedo, world famous harp
Mary Payson
management. Banks, who has been
Fond-du-law
Chapter
To
Present
Song
—
Happy
Are
We
......
Olrl.
of
35
Grove
street
house
and
will
make
her
ist. and his wife, Lucile Lawrence,
Norma Philbrick and Jane Pack
Essay—Guardians of Our Coast ................
managing the hotel by the simple
Musical Comedy in Washington
also a renowned harpist, both of the ard were guests of Norma's aunt. Mrs home with her son Walter and family
Barbara Smith
Class Prophecy ...... -...... Eleanor Payson
method of paying nobody and ex
Curtis Institute of Music, have ar Leo Strong, at her cottage at Hos at Walker Place.
It Isn't Your Town. It s You
.........
Fond-du-Lac Chapter. O.E.S.. of pecting nobody to pay him. does not
Richard Smith
rived at their summer home at Cam mer's Pond over the weekend.
<
> IJTmirr > l:T.TT,T7/-VA..>.V7-U;i
hoe
re.
i
The
Saga
ot
the
Potato
D?n»id wum Washington will present a sparkling have a serious moment on the stage.
Miss Jennie Blacklngton nas re Tlmp W1„ Tp)l
den.
where
Eaaay
—
The
Clipper
Ship
"Red
Jacket"
All This Week—Matinee Saturday, July 13
musical ccmedy. "Listen To-,^4e" in With Elbert Twiss, an absent-minded,
Mr. and Mrs I. Leslie Cross have turned from Crescent Beach
Joan Erne—
The Favorite Juvenile Star
Mr and Mrs. A. C. Ramsdell en as their guests their daughter. Mrs. she was guest of Mrs. Ella Grimes for Claes Olfta ..... -........... ......... Ruth Cius'd;.' the Washington Grange hall. July 17 somewhat befuddled guest, he carries
FRANKIE THOMAS, JR.
Ingraham Hill of tbe Past
Rita Smith
tertained Mr. and Mrs. John Morris Percy
Merrifield
and daughter an extended visit.
Awarding of Diploma*.............. _............. .... and 18. The production, with its two most of the comedy, and when this
ln “REMEMBER THE DAY'’
Supt. F L S Morse hours of comedy, songs and dances, pair are together, as in the out
of Lawrence, Mass, Friday and Sat Nathalie, of Somerville, Mass., for a
of Class Ode
Week Starting Monday, July 15—Matinee Saturday. July 20
Mrs. Evelyn Hix with her daugh Singing
Benediction . ................ Rev. John Qulgg | j5 expected to prove one of the most standing "telephone scene" the subtle
urday.
few weeks. Mr. Merrifield who mo
The Famous Dramatic Actress
ter Mrs. Fiederick Faber and daugh
The members of the graduating entertaining ever offered ln that comedy retches its height.
|
tored down with them returned Sun
MARY YOUNG
ters Katherine and Elizabeth are en class were:
Jack Huke left Saturday to visit
In Thr Broadway Comedy Success
The cast of principals numbers
town.
day night.
*
route for Rockland from Peoria. Ill.,
his father. Earl Huke, in Terryville.
“POST ROAD"
Ingraham Hill — Ruth Cassidy.
"Listen To Me.' since its first ap- ten, including Bill and Billie, the
_
Conn., stopping enroute to spend a
Mrs. Nellie Shibles has returned by motor. They plan to make brief Eleanor Payson. Mary Payson, Rita pearance over 18 months ago. has won bellhop and the maid. My. Sylvester
Nights at 8. Saturday Matinee 2.30 F. M. Daylight Saving
stops in Canada on their way east, Smith and Richard Smith.
few days with his grandmother, Mrs from Orono.
Prices All Performances 50c and $1. plus tax. Tel. Skowhegan <34.
for itself the reputation of being one xj|SS Stuart and Mr. Corey, the
and will then open their Crescent
Alberta Rose.
Ash Point—William Haskell and of the best plays of the amateur stage lawyer. The comedy ts supplanted
•
_____
The Auxiliary of the Sons of Union Beach cottage for the summer.
Donald Willis.
today. It deals with the highly by a chorur of singing and dancing,
Mtss Eleanor Snow who has been Veterans ir sponsoring a public card
Owl's Head—Joan Emery, Barbara humorous attempts of two young pco- one dance being the beautiful "FlrcArthur Richardson and family with
visiting her parents, Commander and party tonight at Grand Army hall,
Smith and Rachel Webb.
ple, Dick Marshall and Alice Rich- fly Dance" which closes the first act.
Mrs. C. F. Snow, at Treasure Point. with play to begin at 7.30. Hostesses Mrs. Albert Butler sailed from Eng
ards, to successfully manage a large The cast will be selected locally, and
FOUR DAYS—STARTING WEDNESDAY
Tenant's Harbor, returns to White will be Mrs. Mae Reed, Mrs. Hilma land for America July 4th and will
hotel which has been left them joint the production will be rehearsed and
OWL'S
HEAD
be with their Rockland friends very
Plains, N. Y.. tomorrow.
Storer and Mrs. Ella Flye.
ly under the terms of an erratic will. staged uncer the personal direction
shortly.
Funeral services for Mary L. Tol When Dick and Alice arrive, each de- of Miss Eleanor Crandall of Boston.
Lady Knox Chapter. DA.R., wilL
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover were on
man, wife of Ezekiel Tolman, were [ termined to run things his or her 1 There will be two hours or more of
Mrs. Walter Hoyt who has been
have an outing Thursday with Mrs. a motor trip over thp weekend, going
from her home Friday. Rev. John own way. the complications begin to dancing in the hall after the first
r Alice Karl, Lake Megunticook. Bas
through Vermont into New York and visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Smith Lower D. D., .officiated. The
arise. Mr. Banks, the manager and performance Wednesday evening.
W.
H.
.Thomas,
Masonic
street,
has
ket lunch. Transportation may be back by the way of the White
bearers were Ivan Merriman. Win principal comedian, undertakes the i
-------------------returned to East Lynn. Mass., mo
arranged by calling Mrs. Karl; tele Mountains.
field Maddocks. Vinal Perry. Allan difficult task of keeping peace beNo man is free for more than 45
toring back with her husband and
phone 152-R not later than Wednes
Borgerson. Interment was in Achorn tween the two owners, and his influ- years After that he just goes round
Mrs. Gardner French. Mrs. Ralph Mr. and Mrs. William Southwick and
day mornir.g.
cemetery, Rockland.
ence ls offset by Mr. Weldon, the ii and round in the rut made by habit.
Olendenning and Mrs. Call E. Free son William, also of East Lynn. Mr.
• - ■
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mitchell and man won bridge honors when the and Mrs. Thomas had as holiday
in
William Bisbee of New York is
son Bradford of Auburn, were Sun W.I.N. Club met for play Friday eve guests Mr and Mrs John O'Brien
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. ning. with Mrs. Leland Drinkwatcr as and daughter Patricia and Mrs. the city on his annual vacation.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Ramsdell. Beech street.
hostess.
Courtney Foster and daughter Vir
Robert Russell goes to Boston to
ginia of West Lynn.
morrow and will then spend a lewMrs. Lilian S. Copping who is hav
The Paris the Whole World WanU To Know!
T Club had a steak fry at Oakland
HE READS YOUR MIND—Then solves your prob
days in Canton. Me.
ing a delightful summer in Califor Park Friday night. Mrs. Rhama
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Post entertained
A cocktail of comedy . . . one part girls, two parts
nia ls now at the Hotel Claremont, Philbrick's birthday was appropri Friday Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Andrews of
lems. You may ask him anything—He’ll answer you
Chevalier! The sauciest musical triumph ever brought
Miss Adelaide Cross goes tomorrow
Berkeley, while visiting her sister, ately celebrated, a birthday cake Lynn. Mass., and Sidney Lermond of
RAJAH SIGMCNI) is the only living man who can trll what you
to the screen!
to Cambridge, Mass., to visit her
Mrs. A. P. Pillsbury.
being made for the feast by Mrs. Carl Bath.
are thinking about wilbout your first expressing the thought in
aunt. Mrs. Charles Walsh.
writing on a piecr of paper. Ilia mind is s9 keenly adjusted that the
Christoffersen. Movies at Tlie Strand
Frank Wight of Bristol, Pa , and rounded out a delightful evening.
formality of writing Ls not necessary. Thia highly sensitive state of
Mr. and Mrs. John Dodge of New
hLs mind Ls the direct result of more than 13 years' experfence
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Passon and son
Ralph Wight of Belmont. Mass., have
ton Highlands. Mass., who are spend
Such a state of perfection is rxtremrly unusual—you must not fall
ANN
SOTHERN
MERE
OBERON
Jack
have
returned
from
a
Western
returned after a few days' visit with
Methebesec Club will have an out ing the summer at their summer home
to see this extraordinary performance.
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. ing Friday at Crescent Beach with at Spruce Head, called upon Mr. and trip which took them as far as St.
IN
SERENA the Kry Mind who will assist Ihr Rajah during his per
Louis. They visited the Harlemtown
Wight.
Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair. Basket Mrs. Colby Post Saturday.
formance and aid him in reproducing thr thoughts cf theatre patrons
section
of
Detroit
the
night
Joe
Louis
lunch. Transportation may be ar
desiring to have their problems analyzed.
Dr. F. O. Bartlett of Plainfield, ranged with Mrs. Angelica Glover,
Miss Marion Cummings who has won the bout with Camera and saw
N. J., returned yesterday after visit chairman of the outing committee.
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. C. a remarkable celebration upon the
FRIDAY MATINEE—2.00 P. M.
ing Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bartlett at
Chatto. has returned to Malden. Mass. part of the negro population. In that
NOW PLAYING
The Highlands.
__
Mrs. R. E. Estes and sons Donald Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cummings of city they were guests at the Detroit
For Ladies Only
with
and Morton are visiting relatives in Malden are spending a week at the Edison plant A week was spent on
None
Under lfi Admitted
Speaking of spry old New Eng Swampscott, Mass.
Joan
the Illinois farm owned by Mr. PasChatto cottage.
landers Mrs. Emma Witham of Ash
Crawford
son's mother, and there they saw evi
Point celebrated her 80th birthday
Opportunity Class will meet Thurs
See the “Girl Houdini” Escape From a Straightjacket
In most towns there are just two dences of bumper crops. Also ln De
anniversary July 3 by picking one day ln the First Baptist parlors.
kinds of people: Those who play- troit they Inspected the experimental
Thursday Noon at 12.30, From the Top of Crie’»
quart of strawberries and working in
bridge and ^those you are afraid to "tear-drop" automobillng. which auto
Hardware store (new building); formerly FullerThe
annual
field
day
of
the
State
the garden. She makes her home
invite.”
mobile engineers believe will eventu
with “ her daughter Mrs. Florence Daughters of American Revolution
ally be adopted by all manufacturers.
Cobb-Davis.
McConchic. She has five children. will take place on Saturday at the
The return trip was through Canada
15 grandchildren and three great Arnold Trail Inn, at Stratton, with
and the Green and White Mountains.
ON THE SCREEN WED.-THURS.
the Col. Asa Whitcomb Chapter of
grandchildren.
Kingfield as host. A tablet on Mt.
DONALD WOODS, MARGARET LINDSEY
ROCKPORT
Chisholm's Spa curb service is one Bigelow will be dedicated in honor
DANCING
IN
of the pleasant features of this sum of Col. Timothy Bigelow, who was
■
.✓
,
Funeral services for Mrs. Blanch-2
“THE FLORENTINE DAGGER’’
mer season. Delicious home made the first white man to ascend the
Every Tues., Thurs., Sat.
Steward, widow of Dr. Carlton W.
ices and*cold fountain drinks served mountain. Dinner will be served
Steward, were held from her home
TONIGHT
in your own car. Main street, corner at 1 at the Inn, reservations to be
Sunday. Rev. F. F. Fowle officiated
PHILADELPHIA
Phone 892
Lindsey, Rockland.—adv.
80-85
NO ADVANCE
made at the Inn not later than
Bearers were Louis Morrill, Huse
Shows:
IN PRICES
Thursday. More detailed in forma
MIDSHIPMEN
Richards, Fred Holbrook Jesse Went
Mat. 2.00; Evg. 6.45, 845,
Special dry cleansing, 80 cents,
tion may be obtained from Mrs. Alice
worth. Interment ln 'Silver Lake
8.30
to
11.30.
Admission
40c
Cont.
Sat.
2.15
to
10.45
plain garments, men and women.
cemetery, Bucksport,
Karl, regent of Lady Knox Chapter.

Good Shepherd Fingering Yarns

Oh The Stage
In Person

The Man With The Radio Mind

RAJAH HIND
America's Ace Mentalist

MAURICE CHEVALIER

“FOUES BERGERE”

OAKLAND PARK

Peoples Laundry. Tel, 170, City. 74-tf
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National Topics Interpreted
by William Bruckart
National Preta Bulldlns

IVaahlnfton, D. C.

Washington.—It Is slightly wore agency. The selection of Miss Itoclte
than three mouths since President was said by the President to have
ltoosevelt signed been in recognition of her long serv
Slow on
the congressional ice in tlie social Held and her thor
ough understanding of problems of
Worka Relief
printing five bil the growing generations.
High schools and colleges, ot
lion dollars for use by the adminis
tration tn public works and public course, are available to provide
relief. To dale, according to the the educational requirements form
records, less than half a billion dol ing one Idea in the general pro
lars hus been allocated for expendi gram. Those youths who desire to
ture on agreed projects and of this continue their eduentiou certainly
suui approximately three hundred are deserving of help and the N'YA
million dollars was turned over to offers a means to that end. It Is
the Civilian Conservation corps, a too early to forecast what the re
quirements will be or what sort of
going Institution.
The slow motion of the adminis rules will be laid down respecting
tration lu getting Its public works applicants for educational assis
relief program underway is giving tance. llut even tlie administration's
birth to an Immense amount of most vigorous critics have omitted
criticism. If one Is to believe the throwing any barbs at thia feature
undercurrent of discussion In Wash of the N'YA.
ington. It Is giving more concern
to the otlicials responsible for s|w*udIng this vust sum of money In the
recovery-reform effort of the New
iH-al. So niuny projects have been
advanced and rejected in turn, so
many new Ideas have been brought
forward and ballyhooed and so
many false motions have been In
dulged lu that Washington observers
are rapidly reaching tbe conclusion
tliut congress was correct when, lu
debate. It was said tbe administra
tion had no concrete plan (or utiliza
tion of thia vast fund.
To review the developments since
April 8, when the President signed
the appropriating resolution, is to
say thnt conditions have been one
continual round of contusion. First,
It. will be recalled the President
sought to meet the wishes of con
gress as expressed in debate by re
lieving Secretary Ickes, public works'
administrator, of much of the re
sponsibility and authority he held.
This was accomplished by the new
setup thut was reported to you here
tofore. Now, It seems, the new
setup has failed to fuuctlon and the
hulk of tbe management of expendi
tures has settled down into the lap
of Harry Hopkins, the relief admin
istrator.
Ur. Ickes still hus some authority.
It apparently Is enough to Irk Ur.
Hopkins. These two men differ
widely in their views. Ur. Hopkins
long has been looked uimn as a re
llever by profession; Ur. Ickes has
attempted. Insofar as he hus been
able, to employ practical methods in
administration of his share of the
funds.
Laying aside the personal equa
tion which Is best exempliiled by
the Ickes Hopkins differences It
must be said frankly that next to
uothing has been accomplished.
President Roosevelt has stated and
reiterated that the expenditure pro
gram Is getting underway satisfac
torily, hut the discussion among ob
servers stems to show an alarming
lark of co-ordination, and of Inde
cision.

Every-OtKer-Daf'
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Almost simultaneously with the
President's announcement of the
N'YA he nude
Non-Federal known thnt the
Project!
*ay w“* c,ear
for construction
on what he said was the first group
of non-federal projects under the
public works section of tbe five bil
lion dollar fund, lie gave his a|>proval to lit projects, the total cost
of which was figured at approzttcately twenty-one million dollars.
Each of the loans made In thia al
location of funds was based on a
grant of -IS i>er cent of the coat of
the particular project by the com
munity where the work is to he
done. The federal government loans
the other 55 per cent. In thia way
tlie cost to the government In moat
Instances la exjiected to be held
within the limitation of $1,143 per
man i>er year.
Some weeks ago the President fig
ured out that the cost of no project
lu which the federal government put
money should exceed an amount
greater than $1,143 for every man
employed. Tliis was designed to
spread employment. But the rule
thus far has been inoperative be
cause not a single muu has been put
to work under any of these projects.
In tlie meantime, numerous and
sundry other proposals for expend
ing parts of the federal money have
either been thrown overboard or
have been held ln abeyance pending
further consideration. This la true
ot a gigantic bousing program
worked out by Secretary Ickes. It
was planned then to spend $250,OOO.OOO and when It was announced
a press statement was forthcomiug
from the Public Works administra
tion that hundreds of men would be
offered jobs within a mouth, so far
had the plans advanced.
Also, siuce April 8, nothing what
soever has been done toward elim
ination of dangerous railroad grade
crossings. I was told at the Inter
state Commerce commission and
again it the bureau of public roads
that their plans were all ready to
proceed with reduction of these
highway traffic hazards and elimi
nate potential death traps where
highways cross railroads. Some
thing has blocked tbe effort in this
direction, however, and as far as
present Information goes actual
work on grade crossing elimination
will not be started for the next sev
eral months.

REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS
OF

KNOX COUNTY, MAINE
By Edward Kalloch Gould. State Historian of Maine

Author of "Major-Oeneral Hiram O Berry." "British and Tory Maraud
ers on the Penobscot," ' Storming the Heights. Maine's Embattled Parmers at
Castine In the Revolution," "Revolutionary Soldiers and Sailors of Knox
County. Maine, and Their Descendants" iMs i. “Colonel Mason Wheaton.
Revolutionary Officer and Captain of Industry "

FOREWORD
These papers contain a rich *tore not only of personal, but of war history;
detached statements and broken fragments, to be sure, but none the less
interesting and real. They tell us ln the very words of the actors ln that war
of Concord. Lexingtt t. and Bunker Hill; of thc siege of Boston, of Ticonde
roga and Crown Point, of Monmouth. White Plains, of Trenton and Valley
Porge; of the battles of Saratoga and Yorktown and the surrenders of Burgoyne snd Cornwallis; of the gallant, but Ill-starred attacks on Quebec, and
the sufferings of the retreat from the frozen north. In Justice to my assoclctates ln the Sons of the American Revolution, I feel that they should get the
benefit of their generous financial outlay by havlng.at least the sketches of
the Revolutionary Pensioners published, and they are offered herewith.
(CHAPTER XV )

Richard Cummings
Richard Cummings ol Union was
bom at Sharon. Mass . March 20,
1750 He lived there about one year
after the close of tlie Revolutionary
' War when he moved to Union, Maine
where he had since resided.

He

enlisted first os a minute man in the
company commanded by Capt Samuel
Payson, being volunteers authonxd
to be enlisted by Oov Hancock In
October or November. 1774 He con
tinued In tills service nine months
drilling and disciplining This com
pany was stationed at Dorchester and
Roxbury Heights near Boston Here
he was d scharged
He again enlisted under Captain
! Samuel Pavson about April 1775 and
■erved eight months in Col. Joseph
Reed's regiment at Dorchester heights
and Roxbury Heights. He states hU
company marched from Stoughtonham to Roxbury head ln 1775. He
was promo'ed to corporal when one
corporal. Clark was shot ln a skirmish
in which the company was engaged
and helped carry him off the ground
and first informed his relatives of his
death Clark was carried into an
orchard, having been killed by a
musket ball from a tender to a 74 gun
warship He served in all 17 months
He was on Dorchester Heights when
the Castle was blown up and the
English fleet sailed out of Boston
Harbor
During his first service as a minute
man he furnished his own gun. knap
sack and other accoutrements and
was paid 85 a month, but in his last
enlistment he received $8 a month
Richard Cummings came from
Stoughton. Mass. to Union In May
1776 and cleared a small spot on the
farm later owned, by Henrv Selders
sowed some spring grain, returning to
Massachusetts when the barn of
Philip Robbins was burned ln 1778
Richard Cummings lost 30 bushels of
| wheat stored therein, which Indicates
that he had returned to Union and
One of the newest projects ad
continued to work his farm
vanced, and It has Just passed the
At the time of the Incorporation of
stage of an executhe town of Union Oct. 20 1786
The Youth live order setting
Richard Cummings family is given
Program
“P »
u'e,,c>'among tho^ residing in the town and
Is the so-called
contained six persons He was the
National Youth administration. This
new alphabetical unit—the N'YA—
first person to tan hides in Union
lias received fifty million dollars to
continuing this business for several
spend In helping boys and girls be
years when he abandoned it. and the
tween tbe ages of sixteen and twen
people then went to Warren for thetr
ty-live. It is supposed to be a means
While tlie administration Is seek
leather. The early town meetings of
of preventing Idleness among the
ing to develop new projects to
Union were held at the houses of the
young people who are of the nge
aid unemployment
inhabitants, and It appears that on
during which, unless they are occu
Pet Scheme and relieve destlJan 4. 1790. Richard took his turn In
pied, irresponsible tendencies de
Runs Amuck
one of ltg
velop.
having the town gathering held at
pet schemes ap
In announcing the new program,
his
house. He was collector of taxes
pears to ba running amuck. I refer
the President departed from his
of Union in the years 1788. 1796. and
to
the
effort
to
trausplani
200
Mid

previously announced Intention of
1797. He also served as tlthingman
assisting only persons now on relief. dle Western farm families to the
in 1791 and 1815.
Whether this departure means that Matinuska valley of Alaska. This
When the flrst meeting house was
he has tossed aside definitely the colonization project was carried on
under construction the pews were
rule laid down last winter that the with federal relief money and those
dole must go or whether this Is to families which were uprooted were
probably completed in 1798 At the
be an Isolated exception to that taken to Alaska to find the end of' town meeting of that year It was
tbe
rainbow.
According
to
activity
rule. Is not Immediately determin
voted to have the numbers of the
able. It remains ns a fact that the around the Federal Relief adminis
pews, together with the prices paid
tration
here
it
is
made
to
appear
government's assistance under the
for them recorded on the town book
NYA will be available to needy that the end of the rainbow was, as
which was to be considered as a suf
young lacn who are not on the dole usual, some distance further on.
ficient title thereto; a certificate to
us well as to those who are on re Certainly It was not ln the Matanuska valley because a number of
lief.
be given by the clerk to the pur
the families already have deter
chasers If required. Accordingly It
i .Secretary Perking, of the Labor mined to quit and return to their
department, said the plan had beea home communities ln the states.
Is of record that Richard Cummings
worked out by her and her asso
bought pew No. 17 for $28.50.
Members of congress who are ac
ciates in tbe children's bureau. She
In 1780. Richard Cummings heads a
quainted with Alaskan conditions
figured that 2,500,000 would be el
petition to the Massachusetts Legisla
tell me that the Matanuska valley
igible for assistance under the pla
is probably the most fertile spot ln
ture asking that the inhabitants of
Those to be helped will be select' '
contioenta! United States. They hold
the plantation of Sterlingon. later the
by local volunteer committees, tl.
town of Union, be not required to
establishing in each community an to the conviction that almost any
kind of food can be grown ln the
other agency subject to federal dom
pay the taxes that the town of War
soli
of
that
valley.
But
these
men
ination and federal guidance.
ren was levying on them, giving
are under no illusions. They know
Succinctly, tlie scope of tlie N'YA
among other reasons “that we lie
tiie
hardships
that
confront
ttiose
as outlined by Hr. Roosevelt Inexposed as a frontier settlement, to
settlers
who
were
being
planted
yludes:
there by the federal government In
the scouting parties of the enemy
Finding employment In private in the hope of colonizing that area.
from Majorbagaduce (Castine) which
dustry for unemployed youths.
Few of them, the house members
often passing this way, keep us in
Training youths for industrial, assure me, can live there very long
continued alarm; and by order of
technical and professional employ- unless Uncle Sam Is willing to spend
ment.
Gen. Wadsworth, we have the sum
millions in providing at least some
Providing for continued attend of tlie modern conveniences of this
mer past, and yet do keep up a watch
ance of needy youths in high schools day and age and supplying In addiand scouting party to discover and
and colleges.
tiou means of transportation and
detect them".
Providing work relief on projects communication. The word that comes
Again in September 1783. Richard
to meet the ueeils of youth.
direct from Matanuska colony to the
Cummings
Joins ln a petition to the
Miss Josephine Roche, an assis Relief administration shows, In my
Legislature asking abatement of the
tant secretary of tlie treasury, a. I opinion, that the project was con
Aubrey W. Williams, assistant to ceived nnd executed without any
continental taxes, and stay of execu
Administrator Hopkins. have lieen thought having been given to the
tion to collect them, which was grant
given sole responsibility for m n practical problems to be met.
ed and payment deferred lor 12
. agement of tlie latest alph.ilit-rival
Western N» wspaper Union.
months.
In the war of 1812, his son. Richard
Cummings Jr., entered the army and
was wounded at the battle of Bridgewater and drew a pension.
Richard Cummings had a dog Lion
When a maid or home helper is needed, the easiest
that figured prominently in thc set
way to secure one is through the Help Wanted”
tlement. Lion's favorite employment
column in The Courier-Gazette. Simply Phone 770.
was hunting bears. With another dog

THE EASIEST WAY

he followed a moose to Warren where
Lion probably found a bear's den and
was seriously Injured Tlie dogs re
turned on the east-side of the pond
as far as Hill's point. Lion could go
no further. The other dog swam to
the David Robbins point, and set up
a mournful howling and could not
be induced to enter the house He
continued to look across the pond
and whine. At length a float was

sent across the pond and Lion brought nearly wrecking It They succeeded
over, so wounded that he never entire in gaining the shore on a part of the
wteck with their feet and hands badly
ly recovered.
frostbitten. In consequence of this
John Dal
terrible experience, John Dal was
John Dal. (also given on the record
wholly unfitted to perform a soldier's
as Dali. Deal. Daghlond Snowdeal) duty, and was In consequence of this
evidently of Ocrman descent, of disability discharged from the service
Thomaston, was bom ln Waldoboro, Jail 8. 1780
Vie was about a month getting
tn 1754 When he enllated he was a
resident of Lynn. Mass. and after home probably footing it all the way
the Revolutionary war he moved to ln his crippled condition, and he did
P.L-saniaquoddy and from thence to not recover from the Injury he had
Thomaston, where he lived conttnu received until the following April.
ously for 30 years up to Nov 8. 1832. He had served ln all seven months.
when he applied tor a pension, and Hla efforts while ln the boat saved
the lives of his companions, as he
afterwards until his death.
June 8. 1779 he enlisted at Boston, was the only one of the number who
a Capt. Davis being the recruiting of could swim
A special act of Congress granting
ficer to whom he applied for entry
into the service He was marched to him a pension, was Introduced by
Springfield evidently a rendezvous Honorable Edward Kavanaugh, mem
for recruits, where he was held await ber of Congress from the Lincoln dis
ing assignment The recruits, some trict. and by his efforts the act was
300 strong, were then marched, from passed ln 1834
John died March 11 1838. and his
Springfield, to West Point, under
command of a Capt. Pish. Arriving widow. Elizabeth Dal. applied for a
at their destination. John Dal. was pension Mav 16. 1839. stating she was
assigned to Capt. Silas Burbank's 73 years old. She married John No
company In Col Samuel Brewer's vember 3. 1783
Regiment. Massachusetts line
(To be Continued)
In December 1779. John Dal with
another private and noncommissioned
DR. J. H. DAMON
officer, was ordered to cross the
Hudson river from Fishkill to West
Dentist
Point with a boatload of clothing for
By Appointment
the soldiers at the latter station. They
Over Newbeerv'i Se A l#e Store
ROCKLAND ME
were detained tn the ice on the river
Telephone 415-W
fot three days, the heavv Ice cakes
121Ttf
smashing the planking to their boat.

•A FEATHERED FRIEND
"N. C.

T.” and

Chestnut

Sided

Warbler

Become

Best of Pals

band of chestnut that outlined his
bird
wings. I knew at once that my bb
(leilFl
friend was the chestnut side
warbler,
We were soon friends, and I took 1
my employer, Mr. P— to see the new
bird. As we approached the edge
of the wood lot. It was getting dusky.
"I don't know as he will he ln sight
this late hour," I explained, whan
all at once there was a flutter of
wings In thc late sunshine and the
warbler alighted upon a branch near |
us and chliped delightedly.
Later In the week as I was trans
planting the long rows of seedlings
my feathered friend worked among
the low shrubs nearby calling
cheerfully to me during the long
forenoon
One day when I was fixing the
yard fence for a belated brood of
chickens the happy bird flew past my
shoulder and perched upon a Juniper
tree beside the fence. Then he
scaled each twig and branch and
called to me as I worked.
And so It has gone on from day
to day at unexpected times and
various places, he has flown past
uttering his cheerful greeting.
Sometimes I wonder If he wa.‘
once somebody's pet. or Just plain
friend
N C T.
Waldoboro. Route 1.

While working in the garden this
spring I heard a strange bird song ln
the shrubbery. As soon as I could get
away from my task I went to the
edge of the wood and followed a
path that led towards the brook. I
soon espied m.v new bird visitor lr.
the second growth trees la pursuit of
Insects but he was too far away for
me to obtain many familiar mark
ings, except a Jaunty yellow tarn
upon his dark head. He hopped
about the branches like a chickadee
and was about as large. He kept up
a cheerful tuneful song.
Several times I went Into the woods
during the two weeks that followed
and still I could not name the bird.
He kept following me lrom tree to
tree, but a. a safe distance. I looked
in my bird guide but there were
many birds listed which had yellow
caps upon thetr heads.
One evening. Just as the sun was
sinking ovei the Ridge, I was admir
ing a cherry tree tn full bloom near
the edge of the wood. All at once
my bird visitor flew into the tree,
uttering hla cheerful cry. He pecked
rapidly at the insects that were gath
ering honey from the blossoms. The
The way to live In peace without
sun shone full upon the glossy plum armament is to behave well and pos
age of the bird and I saw the rich sess nothing that others covet.

i

ELECTRIC RATES REDUCED!

A YEAR SAVINGS TO

OUR CUSTOMERS

ELECTRICITY
YOUR ELECTRIC RATE IN A NUTSHELL:
After 15 to 30 KWH a month the rate drops

to 5c,• after 50 to 100 KWH more the retc

We

again drops sharply to 2c,- if you have con
trolled water heating, for all over 200 KWH
a month, the rate again dtops to 1c per KWH.

announce the largest single retc reduction in our history,

effective on ell bills rendered on end after July 1, 1935.

We

feel thet by melting electricity thc cheapest home commodity,

people will seize the opportunity of enjoying the vest comfort

end convenience it hes to offer, end thus peve the wey (or still

further reductions.
If your retc hes not elreedy reached thc 2c step meybe just one
edded epplience will bring it down to 2 cents.

Seely iatnily can new enjoy 2? electricity
FOR MOST HOUSEHOLD SERVICES,

P ELECTRICITY

FOR AUTOMATIC WATER HEATING
Now electricity is cheaper than ever before!

Two*

72ew sumniei iate tool

cent electricity can be used, without a thought, to

The short term user's rate has also been reduced
by immediate elimination of the former service
charge!

home, for example, enjoying electric cooking, water-

CENT
POWBI

provide comfortable living at low cost In a six-room
heating end refrigeration, the average daily operating
coat of each appliance would be about seven cental

INE
MPANY

